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REMEMBER THE REPUBLICAN COUNTY CONVENTIONS

NOVATE

CLAYTON CIT

TTJi
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VOLUME 12

NEW MEXICO, THURS DAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1916

CLAYTON,

NO. 38

SO THE

TAX-PAYE-

THE NOMINEES
For President
CHARLES E. HUGHES
For
CHARLES FAIRBANKS
For Presidential Electors
C. L. HILL, Las Cruces.
H. J. HAMMOND, Clayton.
JUAN ORTIZ, Santa Fe.
For U. S. Senator
FRANK A. HUBBELL
For Congressman
B. C. HERNANDEZ
For Attorney General
FRANK V.'. CLANCY
For Governor

THE REPUBLICAN STATE COMMITTEE
on Saturday,

Sept

23, 1916,

Tendered to

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
(a daily newspaper at Santa Fe)
A

one-ha- lf

I

THE COUNTY TICKET IS SET FOR OCTOBER 11th

.

page advertisement to be paid for at a rate previously

quoted to the committee by that newspaper for display advertising.

THE NEW MEXICAN

REFUSED TO PUBLISH THIS ADVER-

TISEMENT on the flimsy pretext that it contained libelous matter.
THE ADVERTISEMENT CONTAINED

NO LIBELOUS MATTER.

Every political advertisement issued by the Republican State

HOLM O. BURSUM

Com-

For Lietenant Governor
W. E. LINDSEY
For Justice Supreme Court
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS
For Secretary of State

mittee is first passed upon by competent legal counsel, to insure it
makes no libelous statement.

This is done for the protection of the

newspapers printing these advertisements, and to meet the rigid

re-

quirement of the Republican State Committee, that every Republican
statement in this campaign be the exact truth.

This advertisement

had been so considered and passed upon for publication as an exact

MAY KNOW

We have picked up another method of advertising the delinquent
tax
list since the passage of the laws of 1915. This time we take it from El
Agricultor Moderno, the supposed "official organ" of Sandoval county, pub-- 1
hed at Bernalillo. In this particular tax matter Sandoval county is
under
democratic administration. Gavino Garcia, who is well known
here, is the accredited president of "El Agricultor Moderno, ORGANO OFFICIAL DEL CONDADO SANDOVAL."
Below we show you just how they
"do" the delinquent tax list over in that county under jimmycratic administration. We take five lines as a sample. Here they are:
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1
Name of Property owner
Taxes
Interest
Costs
Total
Agricultor Moderno
$ '6.40
.48
.92
7.80
Armijo y García, Juan
11.24
.84
.92
13.00
Baca Miguel C. de
Baca Socimo C. de

443.14
224.79
217.10

Faca Francisco

33.24
16.86
16.28

.92
.92
.92

477.30
212.57
234.30

C. de
goes on with 53 'different school districts until the list foots
up o07 delinquent taxpayers with the invariable "Costs" of $0.92 figured up
against each thereby, quadrupling the costs, which cannot be anything but

And so

it

the cost of advertising, against both the county of Sandoval and the delinquent taxpayers over there. El Agricultor Moderno is an agricultural sheet
by inference but it seems to be plowing deeper into Sandoval's treasury than
into her soil. Now this sheet purports to be both English and Spanish having two outside pages in local Spanish and an inside of patent English and,
GILBERTO MIRABAL
by Crackie, it publishes both tax lists, or rather the same tax list, on sepFor Corporation Commtasioner- arate pages with a Spanish head and tail to it on one page and an English
MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ
head and tail to it on another page. However, they knew enough over there
For State Auditor
to refrain from "inserting any descriptions." But you will notice they
W. G. SARGENT
it, thereby counting two lines to each delinquent taxpayFor State Treasurer
er, then
it in the same sheet, thereby again doubling the
GREGORY PAGE
number of lines, making four to each delinquent taxpayer and 4 times 23
cents makes 92 cents figured up against each taxpayer where the law al
For Superintendent of Schools- lows but once 23 cents. Now 507 times $0.92 is $466.44 and this sum may
J. H. WAGNER
be demanded of Sandoval county by the agricultural sheet whereas, under
For Land Commissioner
the law, $116.61, just
that amount, is all that is coming for that
R. P. ERVIEN
publication.
For District Attorney
Now, Mr. Taxpayer of Union county, take your own county and look at it.
ORIE L. PHILLIPS
In the last delinquent tax list published there are, (including "Unknown
Owners" who are many,) approximately and very closely so too, 754 delinquent taxpayers on the list. Now 754 times 23 cents makes $173.43: but if
figured out with all the descriptions "inssrted" will closely approximate 3519
lines and at 23 cents a line produces $809.37 a difference of $635.49 each pa
per, or $1270.99 for the two; and assuming that the tax list published last
ANNOUNCEMENTS
year would figure up about the same it would make a difference in the two
years of about $2541.98; but if each publication is allowed ori'y half of the
T. J. CRUMLEY
23 cents a line in Union county, which is certainly not the case in Sandoval
T. J. Crumley announces his
county as indicated in- its published list, each would get only one half of
candidacy for the. republican
$173.42 under the one supposition and only one half of $809.37 in the other;
nomination for sheriff of. Unbut in any case, a strict compliance with the law for the last two years would
ion county, and earnestly solihave saved Union county about $1270.99, and if each publiction is to get 23
cits your support in the repubcents a line for all the descriptions inserted it would be a saving of at least,
lican convention.
about $2541.98. The presumption is that the newspapers published just what
they were ordered to publish and are not in any 'degree responsible for the
JOHN L. HILL
irregularity of the publication but that is no reason why the county, or the
"We are authorized to andelinquent taxpayer should be held liable to pay for such irregular publication.
nounce John L. Hill as a candiIt seems certain that, over in Sandoval county, the county is expected to
date for the nomination for the
pay 23 cents a line to each publication, that is the Spanish and the English
office of Sheriff at the Repubwhich would make 46 cents a line altogether; else why is the treasurer of
lican County Convention.
Sandoval county charging each delinquent taxpayer $0.92 as "costs?" Had
it eliminated the three columns, "Taxes," "Interest," anl "Costs" and published only the name of the property owner and the total amount due from
So the People May Know him, there would have been no necessity for more than one line of single-colum- n
matter for each delinquent. Over in Colfax county, where a repub
lican administration is in charge of the delinquent tax lists, 23 cents, instead
Our esteemed, though somewhat of 92 cents, is charged up against the county, collected by the newspaper
nervous, fieedy, fussy, little contem from the county and in turn collected by the treasurer from the delinquent
porary, the Des Moines Swastika, taxpayer. Do you observe the difference, Mr. Taxpayer?
Again, the copy of the issue of Agricultor Moderno from which we t"ke
"both" of whose owners enjoy the solitary and unique distinction of "wear- the gam pie is dated September 21, 1916. Assuming that is the date of the
ing one" Ingersoll watch and each of last issue and counting back fourweeks from that date we have August 31,
whose owners, evidently own a half 1916, as the date at which it starts which is not "within forty-fiv- e
days after
interest in said watch, made a TIME the first day of June" as required by law for the beginning of such publica- days, then
tions. Assuming that the publication started within the forty-fiv- e
LY remark last week when it said:
"We believe it is due the Demo it would have to start not later than July 13, 1916, in that publication and he
cratic party that the News prepare would be running it eleven weeks with the last issue.
a statement and show just how much
of this is for job printing and how
The truth is, the Clayton Citizen publications referred to in the report
much for commissioner's proceedings
did not pass upon the legality or il- got. Now the record from which these
and other publications."
things were obtained is not the
acWhy due the democratic party? Is legality of any of the items of the
record of the Citizen, nor the record
democratic party of Un counts it published for the informa- of the republican party but the record
the
ion county the "whole cheese?" Is the tion of its readers and the people of of Union county and the,jimmyocracy
jimmycratic party of Union county Union county and the State of New ought to be willing to stand upon its
the only creditor of that publication?
record. And just here we will take
Mexico generally, nor has it intimated
Seems so, according to the Swastika
occasion to remark that, according to
as long as or alleged that any or all of such this same record, there was very litis in the saddle. It amounts were, or are, "illegal tle "job work" accounted for that is
iimmvocracv
to the people amounts;" nor has it "willfully" or in not charged to the county superinanything
owe
doesn't
nor will it render to the people any any other manner, "perverted the true tendent's office. In fact, we believe we
the can truthfully
voluntary account of its "doin's." But facts In the case." However,
say, that there is not
then, why should the News worry Clavton Citizen, or any one else for another office in the county which is
The people, not the "jimmycratic par that matter, does not know why one specially mentioned as having work
ty," furnished the money and the publication received more for pre- done for it, at least, there is not more
board .of county commissioners have sumably the same service than anoth than ope or two entries in four and a
nnRsed unon. and paid, the bills and er; and herein arises the "inscrutable" half years to any other office than
their legal status is now beyond their which we hope now will be unscrewed that of the county superintendent. Is
jurisdiction. It is doubtful that the by the Swastika "on time." The Citi- this because the county superintendNews will attempt to unscrew the in- zen merely gave portions of the record ent happens to be a republican and
scrutable just to accommodate the just as it found them, or perhaps, discredit upon him as an extravagant
rather a compilation of such portions officer is intended to be reflected by
whims of the jimmycratic party.
But our fussy little contemporary upon which it is willing to stand. And such a record ? Our nervous little conactually bubbles over with credulous just, here we wish to state for the in- temporary must have been overcome
and esconcer-- i in the following respecting formation of our readers,
with grief when it said:
contemporlittle
fussy
our
pecially
the same topic:
"Tha perty has to answer to the
"The Clayton Citizen in order to ary, that there are many entries on charge and it is simple justice that the
work,"
and
"job
for
record
mislead the people and try to convince the same
facts be given out."
them that the county commissioners "r inting for Co. Supt." which were
It is the opinion of the Citizen, and
amounts
reported
in
the
have been paying the News illegal not included
go
to
only
would
and
Citizen
by
the
perverted
willfully
have
they
amounts
(Continued on 4th page)
the
swell the total- - amounts which
the true facts in the case."
"double-columne-

statement of facts.

"double-publishe-

THIS ADVERTISEMENT CONTAINED A SIMPLE STATEMENT
of Facts sworn to by personal appointees and friends of Governor

that Governor

William C. McDonald tending to prove

McDonald and

one-four- th

Howell Earnest, then State Bank Examiner, did not properly protect

the interests of the

First State

Bank

depositors who lost in the wrecking of the

600

at Las

THE NEW MEXICAN

Cruces.

IS SUPPORTING THE GUBERNATORIAL

twins, McDonald and De Baca.

Daily it prints libelous matter directed

against the candidates of the republican State Ticket. It does not fear

-

libel suits for its owner with his millions can stand them.

But The Santa Fe New Mexican will not print the truth even at
vertising display rates.

The Santa Fe New Mexican refuses to

ad-

pre- -'

sent any but one side in this campaign and that one side distorted.
The Republican

State Committee considers it worth the money this

advertisement costs to present this fact to the readers of the Santa Fe
New Mexican who wish a fair, intelligent and honest understanding

of the men and issues in this election campaign.
YOU CANNOT

RELY ON NOR TRUST A NEWSPAPER WHICH

FEARS. TO PRINT THE TRUTH

A TOWN

MARSHAL

BY ALL
CALL FOR REPUBLICAN CON-

MEANS

VENTION IN PRECINCT
NO. ONE

Clayton needs a town marshal, or
some executive authority that will en
force the ordinances of the town. The
roller-skatn
bunch has
of the
taken charge of the
main street and the lives of pedes- ' trians are threatened daily with reckless violence of order and decorum.
, Men, women and children have to bo
eternally on the lookout and "skiddoo"
in order to avoid being run over by
d
the roller skate crew, or an
limit, winding, dodging automo-4rd-ca- r.
There Beems to be no observance
of rules and regulations regarding the
parking of cars or orderly passage
through the main street. Drivers
jump into cars and dash out in any
direction, swaying from one side of
the street to the other trying to dodge
each other while dashing along in violation of the speed limit ordinance.
Men often choke up the sidewalk in
indecent, obscene, profane conversations, all unobservant of
the fact that ladies, gentlemen and
little children have a right to pass
along that way without obstruction
or insult, and especially is this the
case in front of the saloons. Disease
producing garbage and rubbish are
tossed about loose almost anywhere
and everywhere, and it would seem 'to
the stranger who happens to visit
Clayton and makes even a casual inspection of .things generally that the
e,

skid-wago-

side-wal-

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED,
That the Republican Precinct Convention will be held at the Court
House, in Clayton, on the 7th day
of October, 1916, for the purpose of

selecting 18 delegates to the County Convention which meets at Clayton, October 11th, 1916, for the
purpose of nominating County officers.

EKLUND,
Precinct Chairman.

CARL

over-spee-

town is a long way from being an incorporated one. The town ought also
to install public scales and establish
public weights which would bring
some money into the town treasury to
help bear the expense of a marshal.

.

v

Charlie Bushnell

new

"cow-punche- r"

c--f

Beenham has a
home or

at his

rather at the Clayton General Hospital for the present. The young
man is r.ot disabled in any manner
j but it will be several years before he
will be of any actual service to his
father. Mrs. Bushnell thinks he
might also be used to do light housekeeping in absence of any sisters in
the family. We congratulate them
and hope he may some day be Presi
!
,
dent.
.

I
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THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
' NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
Contractors desiring to bid upon
When the governor of a statelckan out the pan for the ifcird run.
I
may examine the plans and
knows that a certain bank in the state If chi is nbuwlnrt I wou,d i.dvise its this work
and receive proposal
specifications
condition, use but once.
of New Mexico,
Harvesting beans is the order of the is in a hopelessly insolvent
bidding
at the office of the State
blanks for
Now as to the sort of clay.
of Uniori.
when he knows that small savings
County
the
J Ton, or at
cf sai...
some ..Town- Tier!;
clays
are
plastic
In
Arizona
keep
safe
for
bank
in
Court of Union County-Eightdeposited
that
District
MIn
..
the
Our new school house being finishin overdrafts what scarce. No clay is suitable that office of the consulting
District of
abstracted
being
ing
Judicial
are
eduto
17,
Sept.
ed, it was dedicated
coloring matter H. 0, Duerr, 1940 tsroauway,
much
iron
contains
used
be
to
henchmen
political
his
by
mailed
cation and church purposes by Hon.
for it causes syrup to be dark, and Colorado, or may have a set
Bouquet,
and when he
en- Gertrude Virginia
H. H. Errett and Rev. A. C. Osborn for political purposes,
the
with
depositing
upon
him
to
taste.
may
the
affect
evils,
it
these
correct
Plaintiff,
steps
to
no
takes
of
and new officers were elected as folProbably the best clay is a clay gineer the sum of $25.00 $15.00
No. 1899
language
are
any
in
words
what
Vg.
then
Secretary
relowing: Supt., Rev. Osborn;
called soapstone, which will be refunded upon the
hein- - shale commonly
express
the
alias
Joseph
strong
to
enough
Bouquet,
Albert
Joseph
Lee Beckner; Chorister, Thomas
and specifications.
offense against Select a smooth feeling shale, and pul turn of the plans
an
Defendant.
such
ousness
of
Buck,
A.
Maggie
Beckner.
Organist,
The Engineer's estimate of work to
morality and decency T If there verize it. If necessary, soak it in
The said defendant Joseph Albert
John Scott had the misfortune of public
done and materials to be furnished
be
pulvereasily
is
it
water
until
clean
such an
to
fitted
statute
no
is
criminal
alias Joseph A. Buck, is hereBouquet,
losing one of his best mules.
offense, the state legislature could ized. This sort of clay will absorb all is as follows:
notified that a suit in divorce has
by
connected
W. Street has been having his
G. P. M. directed
pious act than to en impurities, leave no acid or bitter
been commenced against you in the
beans thrashed. The average was 900 perform no more
in the syrup. Once you acquire Pumps.
taste
protect
once
would
at
one
act
that
District Court for the County of Un- pounds per acre. 1 le has the best in
a taste for this syrup you will prefer
The building of an addition to the ion, JMgntn Juuiciui uinim-i- , oi ine
any
public
future
and
transfer
the
of.
Union County as yet heard
like transgression it to any other. And it will not pale present Power House.
State of New Mexico, by said PlainJohn Scott has boon harvesting Mr. governor guilty of
building of a concrete Reser- tiff wherein the plaintiff prays for a
become insipid. You will want it as
or
The
quarters
to
offices
executive
the
from
is
crop
Street's millet. He says the
long as you live.
voir.
of his stripe.
divorce upon the grounds of separation
excellent, but was uite expensive as better suited to men
No skimming is necessary by this
The furnishing necessary , pulleys and failure to support and for the
Socorro
Chieftan.
it took three pounds of twine to the
method. The impurities that cause and shafting for power house.
custody of the minor child, Charles
acre.
Millinery scum'are left in the clay settings.
Latest, most
Each proposal shall be accompan- Earl Bouquet; as more fully set forth
M.
Fred Zinck was. :. visitor at the
A factory to manufacture on a com- ied by a New York draft or certifiat the Barnhart Jewelry Store. Real
in the bill of complaint filed in said
C, Scofield home Sunday.
imported pattern hats, felts, street mercial scale is feasible. The sor ed check for the sum of 10 action and that unless you enter or
and Henry
Miss Maggie
.,
L
.hats; in fact everything in the hat ghum stalks could be bought by tilC ocr cent ot tne amount w.
Cause to be entered your appearancé
ZiQck took dinner vith Uncle George
ine.
ton, and the syrup made at a central bid to be made payable to the Troas-- 1 jn gad ut on cr before the 25th day
Sunday.
Beckner,
plant. But ayn ranchman can manu jrt-- of said lo. -- n. ine unbuccebuui of Novembor A. D. m6f decrec PR0.
Miss Meda Scott n:i Lloyd Spriggs
bidders will have their draft returned C0VFESS0 nn(l Judgment by .De-t- o
facture for himself and neighbors.
spent Sunday with Miss Elfa ScoSTATE BANK REPORT
them at once; the successful bidder fauh theren wU bg rendered afrainst
Send for a government bulletin on
field at her home.
next
and,
Syrups,"
vil!
"Sorghums for
have returned to mm ir.e uraii
I am busy harvesting my enormous
method.
upon the signing of the contract and
try
this
year
Condition
of
Report
of
the
Jn Wjtnes8 Whereof, I have hereun-th- e
crop of beans so will close.
of his surety bond. Bond'
approval
blades make splendid
sorghum
The
Ass'n.
&
Savings
Union
Trust
Countv
my hand and the seal of gaid
"Lonesome Me."
fodder as most readers of the Great or the construction work xo dc equai
of Clayton, New Mexico
riavton. New Mexico, this
.
to the amount of contract.
SpT,tpm,pr. a. D. 1911?.
at the Close of business Sept. 12, 1916 Southwest Farmer know.
18..
-. r,ort:
In case of failure cn his part to en-- 1
tj.Resources
BY WAY Or WARNING
ter into contract and the furnishing Q p Easterwood, Esq.,
DEMOCRATIC PAPER SPEAKS
$137,891.61
Loans and Discounts
f a satisfactory surety
FEW BLUNT TRUTHS
rlnvtnn N.v Mexico.
Sec'd by R'l Estate (incl.
ii). Attorney for Plaintiff.
vj
snail D"
Iran
owned)
mortgages
"Miriele
D.
Washington,
C The
The State Monitor of T inta F
t
$53,102.73
as liquidated .'araaíí.
or Stoner wheat, the history of which Secured by Col't'l other
which describes itself as "independent
'' '"
The Contra lor ;. oe
DeS.
U.
has recently been given in
with Democracy as the basis of its
than Real Estate,
Wanted. Woman for housework
T. H. Rixey, Mayor,
partment of Agriculture Bulletin No.
78,383.75
political belief," says a few things
M.
tfc.
Inquire this office.
R. Jones. Clerk.
Attest:
857, is being advertised in southwest All other Loans 6,405.13
about the Democratic state ticket
None
Overdrafts
drougth
greatest
he
ast
Oklahoma
reading.
Let
tm
None which make interestinir
Furniture and Fixtures
resistine variety of wheat that has Other R'l Estate owned
4,565.00 us present a few:
34,212.87
ever been produced."
Due from Banks
"This publication felt no disappoint'
7,010.00
After a trial of three years in this Actual Cash on Hand...
when the republicans loaded
ment
section, two years of which were wet, Gold Certificates .2,000.00
by putting" on some unticket
their
500.00
Silver Coin
its performance is spoken of as "prov- Silver Certificates 1,000.00
desirables, but since the making of
ing beyond a doubt that it is THE Legal T'd'r Notes 500.00
the democratic ticket it is simply disWHEAT for the semiarid sections of Nat'l Bank Notes 3,000.00
gusted. The democrats could have
the Southwest." It is further stated Cash Not Classified 10.00
done better, must have known better,
that "it requires only 20 to 30 pounds
$183,679.48 and the only explanation is that some
Total Resources
of seed per acre, while other varieties
very nasty political deals were pulled
Liabilities
NEW FALL SUITS, OVERCOATS, TROUSERS, SHIRTS, UNtire sown in quantities of from 45 to Capital Stock Paid in
$ 35,000.00 off by the party bosses.
per
acre."
pounds
75
7,000.00
was bossed;
"The convention
Surplus
DERWEAR, SHOES, HATS, CAPS, SOCKS, ETC. COME IN
"Miriele" wheat, also known as the Undivided
Profits (Instatement permitting of no successful
' Stoner," "Marvelous," "Eden," "For- - cluding accrued interest
denial.
Administration leaders of
any other amounts
iv-t- o
OUR PRICES ARE EXACTLY RIGHT.
AND SEE THEM.
oneand perhaps by other and
by appointment made
fice
holders
purspecial
set aside for
names, has had a brief but eventful poses,
con
to
the
induce
current,
attempts
several
less
career.
interest and tax
vention to go into secret session for
2,079.31
been
great
advantages have
Three
es paid
a dead, or to appoint a committee to
Deurisnrted for this wheat by various Savings Deposits or
make a deal with someone, and the
Savposits in Interest or
promoters at different times; (1) that ings
50,790.69 convention defeated several such atDepartment
J. C. CALDWELL, Manager
it would outyield any other variety Certificates of Deposit
80,592.06 tempts. Then the bosses made their
anywhere; (2) that it sent up more
ignored the convention and put
$183,679.48 slate,
Total Liabilities
stems from one seed than any other
through. An attempt
trades
their
of New Mexico
variety, of wheat; and (3) that 20 State
ss.
was made to arrange the order of the
County of Union.
, nounds of seed per acre produced the
Chester R. Kiser Cashier and H. J. nominations to suit the convention.
maximum yields, while other varie- Hammond President and H. J. Ham- the report of the committee of rules
mond Director, and Fulgencio C. de
ties required 120 pounds.
Baca Director, and Herbert J. Ham and order of business being changed
These assertions were investigated mond
Jr. Director of the Union Coun- by the convention, and the bosses sim
hy the U. S. Department of Agricul- ty Trust and Savings Association of ply ignored that by changing the or
ture, and a number of tests have Clayton, New Mexico, a bank organ- der back when the permanent chairshown that the Stoner wheat is not ized under the laws of the Territory
Mexico, upon oath man got to the work.
so good as some of the wheats now now State of New
"A large number of democrats are
duly sworn, each for himself deposeth
grown in the eastern half of the U. and says that the above and foregothinking exactly as this article says,
S., but is somewhat better than oth- ing statements of the Resources and
but the party lash is a dreaded instru
ers. On the whole, it is of average Liabilities, Depositors, Interest paid
ment and many have frankly admiton
paid
Dividends
and
deposits
on
value. In comparative tests, hownamed ted their fear of losing party regu
above
of
Stock,
the
Capital
ever, it has never outyielded all oth-- r bank at the close of business Septemlarity. No such fear assails the state
varieties, and many other varieties ber 12, 1916, are correct and true.
Monitor, and this protest is entered,
Cashier,
R.
Kiser.
Chester
Common
varieties
surpassed
it.
have
not only for them, but for the people
Hammond,
President,
H.
J.
have exceeded it in the number of
H. J. Hammond. Director,
of the state, who desire good govern
As
of
for the rate
stalks on a plant.
Fulgencio C. de Baca, Director, ment first, and good government by
needing, the tests show that yields of
Herbert J. Hammond, Director.
party if possible.
Subscribed and sworn to before me the democratic
this variety are increased when sown
one way to bring unis
but
"There
1916.
D.
A.
18
September.
of
day
;it rates of seeding higher than those this
O. R. Brandon, Notary Public ruly party bosses to time, and that is
(Seal.)
advocated by its promoters.
My commission expires May 3rd 1919. to defeat the men they do trickery
It is not advisable for the farmers
for.
.f the semiarid Southwest, the cereal
"When did the democratic state
SORGHUM SYRUP
specialists of the Department say, to
convention authorize a committee to
in
take up the growing of this wheat
trade with the progressives?
preference to Turkey wheato n the
Here is the method I have tried for
"When did the democratic state
basis of any ti'sts so far made. This forty-fiv- e
years:
reverse its action in arconvention
iocalled Miriele wheat has not shown
Grow a good syrup sorghum. Bet ranging
list of nominations to be
the
drought-resistaitself to be really a
ter consult a government bulletin be- - made? What authority did the perg
j.ort. u win prouaDiy prove
fore deciding on the one to be planted. manent chairman of that convention
in comparison with Turkey
sorghum pans
Use
have to hold out any nomination until
wheat in a majority of the crop years. made of planks and galvanized steel
he landed safely in his own an!
fter
In an unusually wet year it may give or sheet zinc. Run the green juice
was made safe?"
good yields, and present exploitation into a pan. Pans should hold from the little slate
of the variety doubtless is due largely 200 to 400 gallons each. Mix about
to the unusual conditions of 1914 and one gallon of clay to each 20 to 40
SEALED BIDS FOR SUPPLIES
1915. In milling value the wheat is gallons of juice.
Mix well with a
not in the same class with hard red garden hoe. Let the juice stand from
Sealed proposals for the furnishinr;
winter wheats of the Turkey type. It fifteen tothirty minutes. All the im- of all material, supplies, labor, etc.,
belongs to the soft red or semihard purities will settle irto the cuy. Now and the sustaining of all expense inare sure to include the inper-ativ- e
vinter wheat class, which wheats gen- - siphon the clean juice into mother pan curred in construct'rg in place a Wainjunction to usé the
raliy produce Hour ot less strength (m, bo (own
,ar(iy possible. ter Works System for fire and domes
best Lumber on the job. We
or lower gluten content than the hard
x
ni,
of ;l.e boiling tic purposes, for the .own ot Linkeep no other kind. All the
first
wheats. It is reported by millers as , ,,, t,u. ,ive hould ;,e
ood and New Mexico in. uccrc'ance with the
Lumber we handle for outgiving a lower yield of flour.
cut n taste o. plans and specifications on fi'c in the
door or indoor work is warcvap,.tiun rapd tj ,
The Miriele wheat is practically h,M um, wooJ n thv Fynm The last office of the Town Clerk of said Town
ranted by us to be froee from
identical in appearance in the field oll0.f(JUrtil f the time the evapora-wit- h of Clayton, Now' Mexico, said bid to
warpings and imperfections
Fulcaster, Diet., and Mammoth ' Mon am, ,Rat ghouW
more modtírate be a lump sum complete, ready for
and to be thoroughly dried.
Red, and differs from Mediterancan ,() pwvt.nl scorching while the syrup operation, without any allowances for
Our Trim and mouldings are
principally in color of chaff. These th:t.:e,,i i,urnir this 11 lckening do extra charges of any nnture whatso
also guaranteed. And though
are all good wheats, but have never not stir tne fire
ever, will be received by the Town
the qualities are the ebst our
been considered as especially drought i ri,.Hn the Dims lhoro;i; l Iv after Clerk of said Town until eight o'clock
prices are always moderate.
resistant, and should not be allowed
1916.
.
ill "stirring off." Au- - clay has Tuc.vr" evc.ii ".
"to encroach upon the area where Turused once in a juice w.' you will at which hour the bids will be opened
key wheat is most successful.
hnd it impregnated with impurities, and acted upon.
The Town Board of Trustees rebut, unless very foul, you can add
fresh
quantity
one-half
the right to reject any or all
of
serves
the
about
Four
States
sale.
for
Seed Wheat
'
clay nd u.e
t.xvud i'ii.w; yWi 'bula-'-- ,
OTTO

m.S'"'

New-Mexic-
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.
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Announcement

CLAYTON CASH STORE

..

CASH-

-

Eggs, 26c. Fresh Butter

Highest Market Price

Willi MrtlMMItt

iU

MOM) ttH, Mill

IMM
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IMII

U.MIH

IMI

tiH 1M.NMMM Ul

Azar Merc. Co.
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aisap-j)o;ntin-

The Bosses' Orders
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Tom Gray Lumber Co.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE ECARD

PRUETT IS GRANTED A NOT h Sit
TRIAL BY HIGH COURT

.CLAYTON CITIZEN
EXPENSIVE BUNK

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION

of $100.00 shall be made by an '
all bidders; that such work will
to the lowest and best bidder, su
to the right of the Board of Educce
to reject any or all bids; that the
cessful bidder will be required to e
into written contract and furnish
isfactory bond for the faithful j
formance of said work.
Witness the Board of Education
Clayton, New Mexico this 15th da-'- ;
'
September, 1916.
Simon Herzstein, Preside.'
Attest; Láveme B. Brown, Cler"
:
X.
Clayton Lodge Director?
A. F. & A. M. Blue Lodge Np"3
Meets 1st and 3rd Saturdays. J
Kilburn, W. M., Morgan Harvey.
Washington Chapter No. 10, 4th
urdays. G. R. Brown, H. P., AV
Spring, Sec.
'
..
f.
t
Clayton Commandery, No. 8. M
2nd Saturdays. Jos. Gill E, C, G
1

From the first announcement, President Wilson's international commis
sion to adjust the affair of Mexico
has been regarded with suspicion and
distrust.
In a letter recently published, Hen
ry Lane Wilson, former ambassador
to Mexico, blithley pokes a hole thru
this joke. He shows that the international commission will do nothing, for
the very excellent reason that it can
do nothing. President Wilson had no
authority to appoint such a commission without the consent of the senate.
As the presidentundoubtedly knows,
this, we must regard the rommissicri
as a more or less entertaining but
very expensive variety of "bunk."
Those who know our Mexican bor
der affairs best have, from the first,
held to the opinion that the real purpose of Prof. Wilson in appointing this
commission was to enable
Carranza
to raise money in Wall street.
With Mexico in a state of anarchy
and war, the American financiers
screamed with alarm at, the idea of
ndvncing Señor Carranza any money
Crranza
and Wilson wouldn't
provide the tortured country with a
real stability, so by assembling these
six gentlemen to indorse motions like
people doing something, it was Mr.
Wilson's and Senor Carranza's hope
that Wall street would think it heard
the coo of a peace dove and loosen

Regular meeting of the village
Board of Clayton, New Mexico, on Sep- Conviction of Manslaughter in Union
tember 19th, 1916, Tuesday evening at
County Reversed on Ground of
8 o'clock. Answering to roll call:
Admission of Evidence HarmMayor, T. H. Rixey, Trustees, Chrisful to Accused
tian Otto, C. E. Eklund and Fulgencio
C. de Baca.

State of New Mexico,
County of nUion.
In the District Court of Union
ty Eighth Judicial District of

Coun-

New

Mexico.
Eunice E. Phillips,

Plaintiff,
Santa Fe, Sept. 24. The district
vs.
No. 1901
court for Union county was reversed
James F. Phillips,
yesterday in the case of the state, apDefendant.
pellee, vs. James C. Pruett, appellant,
The said defendant James F. Philwho shot and killed one Cleasie Cheek,
lips is hereby notified that a suit in
on October 17, 1914. He was indicted
divorce has been commenced against
for murder on March 5, 1915, and
you in the District Court for the
pleaded not guilty. Conviction for
County of Union, Eighth Judicial Dis
manslaughter ensued and appellant
trict of the State of New Mexico, by
was sentenced to the penitentiary fot
said Plaintiff wherein you are alleged
a term of not less than eight nor more
to have failed and refused to support
than ten years. The reversal is on
the plaintiff or her minor child since
the ground that highly prejudicial evsaid date, and in which the plaintiff
idence which was inadmissible, had
further asks the care and custody of
been admitted.
Lloyd Vernon Phillips and for an ab
Brown, Recorder.
t
The opinion is by Associate Justice
solute divorce; as more fully set forth
Frank W. Parker, Chief Justice ClarClayton Chapter, O. E. S. Mo
in the bill of complaint filed in said
ence J. Roberts being absent, did not
action and that unless you enter or meets 2nd and 4th Tuesdays. Mr
participate.
vv. M., Mrs. Joe
cause to be entered your appearance iStc,hasterwcod,
G. R. Brown, W. P.
;tlltlllUlttlt- "
Syllabus by the Court
in said suit on or before the 27th day
1. A motion for a continuance is
I.
O. F. Clayton Lo ljr No?",
of November, A. D. 1916, decree PRO- addressed to the sound discretion of
CONFESSO and Judgment by Default Meets every Thursday. L. E. Byrn'o,
the trial court which will not ordintherein will be rendered against you. N. G. John Winchester, Sec.
arily be disturbed, especially in the
In Witness Whereof, I have "hereun
absence of injury to the moving party.
Cvton Rebekahs, No. 10.
to set my hand and the seal of said
Meets 2nd and 4th Fridays. Mrs.
2. The admission of an item of evCourt at Clayton, New Mexico this Frank Ham, N. G., Mrs. A.
E. Snyder,
idence which is immaterial and which
26th day of September, A. D. 1916.
So ordered.
Sec.
technically, is inadmissible, where it
(Seal).
Juan J. Duran, Clerk.
4. Oil Contracts again taken up.
M. W. A. No. 11,227. Meets every
in no way reflects upon the guilt or
By Ethel Stewart, Deputy. Monday night. Gene Hardin, Council,
The Continental Oil Co., presented innocence of the defendant, and is
0. P. Easterwood, Esq., Clayton, New Walter Johnson, Clerk.
contract. Motion by Mr. Otto secon- - consequently not prejudicial to him, is up.
Parenthetically,
may
be
Mexico. Attorney for Plaintiff.
it
remarked
Contin
ded by Mr. Eklund that the
R. N. A. meets 2nd and 4th Tuesnot sufficient cause to reverse a judg th:-.- for some time there has appearental Oil Co., contract be accepted.
days. Mrs. Tom Gray, Oracle, Mrs.
mlru
....
v.... 3 Evident.e of the communication ed to be a rood deal of team work be- NOTICE OF IMPROVEMENTS
Walter Johnson, Sec.
r tm.i....
mt. uno yes,
lmuih.i
tween Wilson and Carranza. Santa
Baca yes. Lamed.
to
deceased
de
of
of
a
the
the
threat
Notice
.
is hereby given
Fe New Mexican.
that the W. O. W. Clayton Camp No. 1L
l
i
r m o.
.J p.un.
...eu
i. t orouKS
him, is revelant.
fendant
Board
of
Education
Clayton,
of
New Robt. Mansker, Council, John Spring,
specincauons lor an inumuuai garage w- ag ,n thg a
t,)e evidence for
Mexico will receive sealed bids until Clerk.
QUALITY vermis QUANTITY
Motion
, Lot
in Block
the prosecution as to the actual oc
7:30 o'clock p. m. on the 9th day of
Knights of Pythias, James Deam,
by Mr. Eklund seconded by Mr. Baca currences at the time of the homicide
October, 1916, for the construction C. u; F. 0. Blue, K. R. S. Meets evMany housewives make a vital mis.
that permit be granted according to Is entirely circumstantial, and where
of the following described improve- ery Wednesday evening at Palmer
above. Mr. Otto yes; Mr. Eklund the action of the deceBsedf under the take in choosing some of their food ment, to
wit: A frame addition 20x32 Hall. Visiting members coiany
o ordered.
yes; Haca yes.
circumstances, was to be determined stuffs on the basis of quantity.
1 story to be attached to
the frame
6. The matter of employing a po without
It has been proven time and again building on the school grounds.
the aid of direct proof, except
lice officer again taken up, but on as developed by the testimony of the that the cheapest is always the most
O. E. S. meets at Masonic temple
That the plans and specifications for
expensive, while the highest price is
account of insufficient funds action defendant
such work or improvement are one file 2nd and 4th Tuesdays. E. L. Easterwas delayed.
4
nv witness mav express an not always the best.
with the Clerk of the Board and may wood, W. M.; G. R. Brown, W. P.
7. Sanitary plumbing, to be taken opSnion( npon a
There's a happy medium in every be seen at her office
subject,
y
in the
up at next meeting.
Socialist Party of America, meets
based upon (lata which he ha3 observ. thing. When you select foods, be
building;
a
deposit
that
of
lgt and 3rd Mondays, in A. James Mcr
8. The Westinghouse Co., correa-- . ed when t s impossibe by word of carefu
Don't choose any particular cash or a certified check
for the sum Donald's office. Mrs. J. M. Davis, Cec.
pondence read demanding payment on itnouth or gegture to reproduce the brand of, say Baking Powder for ex
motor that was installed at Clayton data before the jury g0 that the jury ample, just because you get a big can
Mill and unpaid. The clerk instructed may intelligently draw the inferences for a small price.
The risk you take in ruining your
to notify the town attorney to take tnerefrom which the witness has
the matter up with Dr. Charlton for drawni The printipe appiie8 to opin. entire baking and losing thc cost of
&
immediate adjusment.
ions in regard to knee prints of a man, the materials involved is not anvwhere
9. The appointment of trustee to
5
Evidence of a meeting of wit-fi- ll equal to the small amount saved on
the vacancy account of the resig- - nesses for thc proaecuton to organ. the price of the Baking Powder.
'
men, again, hecause the price is
nation of Mr. Morris Herzstein, Mr. ,e a mob to han the dt!fendant. f t
CLAYTON
NEW MEXICu.
and a establishes such meeting, is'admissible high, don't think the quality is the
H. J. Hammond was selected
Rooms
75
to
Meals 25 and 5Cc.
$1.50
EJ
committee will wait on liim to secure to show bias and prejudice of such best. Some women do, and they are
FIRST
CLASS
losing
RESTAURANT
DAY ANO NM.IIT.
money.
OPKN
acceptance.
his
witness. But where such evidence
The
Baking
best
in
10. Adjourned.
Powder
.
the
Steam
Heat,
Electric
and
Bath
fails to show such meeting, it was corI.ifhts.
Attest:
rect for the court to strike it out on World can be made so as to sell for
Sample Room Free.
AH Trains.
For
Call
25c per 1 pound.
Adv-3- 8
M. R. JONES, Clerk.
motion of the prosecution.
Auto Service Day
NisM.
6. Evidence that the deceased knew
would meet the defendant on the
he
Free
Advice
on
Tuberculosis
NEW MEXICO HERD LAW
The Eklund Hotel, Ranch and Irrigation Co., Proprietors
road at a certain place and that he
A booklet bearing the endorsement
went there armcj is material and of both the American Medical Asso- You nre not permitted by law to let competent in a case like the present is ciation and the National Association
your stock run at large. A case of reflecting upon the state of mind and for the Study and Prevention of
this nature was tried out in Justice probable conduct of the deceased when j committee of some of the most
's
court at Clayton, the case ho met the defendant.
;,t specialists on tuberculosis in the
being between the Chavlses and
7. The defense put upon thc ston
country Charles L. Minor, M. D.,
Messrs. Joe McCartney Jr. and H. C. a witness. Silas Crook, who testified A sheville, N..C, David R. Lyman, M.
l.urd, or Harrington, in. iu. .ueuiri-- , to thc circumstances of the first dif-- 1 D., Wallingford, Conn., W. H. Bald- SOLE
JUST INSTALLED A NEW AND
ney and Burd had tauen up
ficulty between the defendant and the win. M. P. Washington, D. C. II. R.
STITCHER. I AM NOW PREPARED TO DO ANY
cattle for damages and the Chavises doceased, occurring about one week Landis, M. D. Philadelphia, and John
KIND OF BOOT AND SHOE REPAIRING, AND DO IT
secured warrants chrging McCartney before the homicide.
He was asked II. Lowman. M D., Cleveland, Ohio,
ALL WORK
IMMEDIATELY.
IS GUARANTEED.
and Burd with grand larceny or steal- - 0n
whether, on the
The booklet is entitled "Whnt You
ing cattle. McCartney and Burd de-- ; next day, he had not told one Walter Should Know About Tuberculosis"
I am Located First Door South of the Clayton News Office
fended themselves and beat the case, nern that the wife of deceased would nnd should be in the hands of every- but were not allowed damages, as be a widow within a week. On
one in any way connected with the
cannot be collected under buttal, the prosecution was permittee fight against the disease it deals with.
Boot-Mak-er
this herd law unless you have a lawful to prove by the witness, Hern, ihr, It is by long odds the most compre- you
can the witness. Crook, had made such V.ensive and concise thing of its kind
fence, particulars of which
get at any justice's office. But you statement. The evidence is held to be ' that has as yet appeared upon this
can protect your crop by plainly inadmissible from any standpoint, subject. The New Mexico Society for
marking your boundary lines with fur- - nnd to be highly prejudicial to the
:he Study and Prevention of Tuberor fence posts, then post a notice fendant, requiring a reversal of the culosis has ordered a supply and will
on your land, warning against tres- - case. Albuquerque Morning Journal. furnish them to all who write lor
pass by loose stock, or you can send
'her- -.
They will be distributed thru
notice to stock owners, giving the
The Herald of the Well County, Box
numbers of your land by government CUARDSMEN PAY THE PRICE OK 223. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
survey. Then in case of trespass you
WILSON'S ABASEMENT
If you know of anyone who should
can have a warrant issued for the ar
hnve this booklet, send in their name,
rest of whoever is guilty of allowing
Having condoned the repeated mur- and please enclose two-cestamp
his stock to run at large contrary to ders of Americans by the Carranzistas with each application, to defray the
JOHN CORICH & SON
law.
nnd having abased himself before Car cost of handling and mailing. Herald
The punishment for each offense is ranza, and having aided in placing of the Well Country.
We have secured a special Whiskey which touches the spot
uu, carrunza
a fine in any sum not exceeding
n power, what is Mr. Wil-a- t
the discretion of the court. Tu- - son.., rpwBri? Hn,i wi,
We invite the public to sample this fine old liquor. We guarantee
t? The
And so it develops that the much
cumcari Sun.
to
Wilson
place
Mr
is
has
reward
that
advertised desire of Mr. B. M. Cutting
it. One drink will convince you.
'
ard is that Mr. Wilson has to place nnd the New Mexican Printing Com
tiiO.OdO troops on the border to par- -' pHny to have the Hubbell libel suit
REVIVAL CLOSES
tially prevent the raids and murders against them tried and brought to a
that his friend Mr. Carranza will not finai determination immediately was
The Baptist revival, which began
mm wi
or cannot prevent; and the payment is nothing but a bluff, after all. Instead
iiJ
-" "
"
jw
'September 3rd, closed last Sunday made by the soldiers who are slain and
0f
trial on the facts, their attorney
BOURBON
OLD
SIX YEAR
evening.
by the families of the guardsmen who has filed a demurrer, and is now
This meeting was without doubt, go in want because their husbands and seeking
to have the case thrown out
the most effective and far reaching fathers have been called to the bord- - on
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF BOTTLEl GOODS.
grounds without an op-- r
technical
ever conducted in Texline, and the
to make good Mr. Wilson's refusal n0r, ...u,,
VAL BLATZ BEER ON DRAUGHT
.v.,i... . .
t
and the church
:
"ic
to let the regular armv administer
ty Hum -- ti
1'iattvrs
h...v s a reward for such punishment to the bandits as to
Si v' R cerd
.
1 ,( '1
v.'-..v.'mber by bap-i:!- i. ' inspire in
them n hea'.;l;y fear. From
cnnii'daii's for tv.ptii.m. 2
Wanted. Boy for delivering teletthe cpeoch of Col. Theodore Roosevelt,
and : vhi " tcred by letter, 'rlivered at Lewhston. Maine, in be- grams. Apply Western Union. Phone
37-lex míe nicriinsc.
61
half of Charles E. Hughes.

Order of Business
1. The minutes of last meeting
read and by order of the Board the
following was added to "order of business" No. 5 of meeting Sept. 14th,
that the town would furnish the
necessary teams to haul off all rubbish properly piled, during the day
designated as "clean-u- p
day."
2. In compliance
with ordinance
governing same, L. A. Wikoff submitted plans and specifications of the
garage under course of construction.
Moved by Mr. Otto, seconded by Mr.
Baca that permit be granted as per
per plans and specifications on file in
the village clerk's office. Mr. Otto
yes, 'Mr. Eklund, yes, Mr. Baca yes.
So ordered.
3. Christian Otto requested permit
to build a toilet on Block 1150, Lots
Moved by Mr. Baca, seconded
by Mr. Eklund that permit be granted
as per plans and specifications on file
with the Village Clerk. Mr. Baca
yes; Mr. Eklund yes; Mr. Rixey yep.
10-1- 2.

A.

.

Si-i-

38-4- 1
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.inst

Easter-wood-Gra-

The Eklund Hotel, Ranch
Company

Irrigation

and

J

Electric Boot & Shoe Shoo

.

1

j

'

j

Ollie B. Cox,

de-ro- w
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Call for a Repubican County Convention

THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
'

r

LOCAL AND PERSONAL

od Published by The Clayton Citizen Printing & Publishing Co.

Convention, to
A call is hereby made for a Republican County Delegate
every Thursday at Clayton, Union Co., N. M., and entered at Post meet at Clayton, in Union County, New Mexico, October 11, 1916, for the
offices, to be
layton, N. M., as second class matter under the Act of March 3, 1897 purpose of selecting Republican nominees for the following
election,
1916
November,
voted for during the
1 Assessor
1 State Senator
FICIAL PAPER OF TOWN OF CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO
1 County Clerk
2 Members of the Legislature
1 County Supt. of Schools
3 County Commissioners
tion per year
$1.00
1 Probate Judge
1 Sheriff
1 Surveyor
1 Treasurer
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 ,1916
:
l
Eased upon one vote for each ten votes, or fraction tnereoi, receiveu UJ
battle of the windmills" has already been fought on Mexican soil. Hn. B. C. Hernandez at the General Election in 1914.
jvent of great prominence will be the "battle of the sheep" and
The several precincts of the County are entitled to the following number
the "epitaph" which will be written early in March of 1917.
it
of delegates to said convention,
Del.
Pet. Post Office
Chairman
'id the tax speculator report that he could not "have much success"
15;
1
N. M.
Clayton,
Eklund
Carl
lfax county ? We don't know unless it wrts because the ropub
2
2 Kenton, Okla.
Wagner
W.
R.
unistration ' over there refused to furnish him the necessary
10
M.
3
N.
Folsom,
;
N.
E.
Quest
here are still some people in Union couity who do not seem to
3
4 Gladstone, N. M.
W. H. Harris
we had a legislature in 1915.
4
5 Keplmrt, N. M.
N. M. Chavez
4
6 Reyes, N. M.
Elmer Elkins '
"Folsom deal"? 0, yes, since we come to think about it, it is F. C. Fields
3
7 Thomas, N. M.
'
Id one in its inccptionary element and the more some people Btir
4
8 Cone, N. M.
T. Lopez
J.
e it will smell to them. It legally "died abomin' " in 1900, was David Valdez
3
9 Albert, N. M.
1901, and was prematurely resurrected by tax speculation about
3
10 Albert, N. M.
Jose Arguello
before the "judgment day" on January 1, 1916. To be sure, it Juanquin Sandoval
5
M.
N.
11 David,
'DEAL" if reports be true .as we have been told that it has net-- . Filberto Gallegos
4
12 Gallegos, N. M.
urrector about 1500 "plunks." A"deal" like that could not have Eligió Martinez
3
13 Gallegos, N. M.
pulled off" in Colfax county. "There's a reason," which will be
7
B. F. Brown
14 Mosquero, N. M.
a little later on.
4
15 Barney, N. M.
Elberto Sanchez
4
Delfín Espinoza
16 Moses, N. M.
3
We have been told that the "administration" over in Colfax county was Pedro C. Márquez
17 Corrumpa, N. M.
5
threatened with mandamus proceedings by the tax speculator if it did not Gavino Trujillo
18 Bueyeros, N. M.
1
yield to his demands but the threats did not buy tax speculation worth men- Will J. Wood
19 Amistad, N. M.
Hence, the tax speculator could not "have much success" Chas. L. Hunt
2
20 lone, N. M.
tion over there.
2
in Colfax. The tax speculator we understand is a foreign jimmycrat who G. L. Cook
21 Hayden, N. M.
5
has been successful in operating his jimmy in Union county to the tune of J. M. Mays
22 Des Moines, N. M.
grim and R. H. Dean
1
"The plunks, the plunks; they come in chunks, for quit-clai23 Mt. Dora, N. M.- 4
gory." As to the "Folsom deal" the same tax roll, (year 1900) shows that J. A. Pacheco
24 Cuates, N. M.
1
many good people living in the "Moore and Sheridan" addition paid their R. R. McDonald
25 Sedan, N. M.
1
taxes for that year, about fifteen years ago, nevertheless a cloud arose George W. Lockwood
26 Dedman, N. M.
in the year 1915, and settled down on their titles.
2
E. U. Scott
27 Grenville, N. M.
1
Lee Forker
28 Centerville, N. M.
2
29 Des Moines, N. M.
The call is out for a jimmycratic county convention to be held in Clay- Ray Sutton
2
30 Seneca, N. M.
ton on the 9th day of October. Its purport is to nominate candidates for J. R. Freeman
y H. A. Summers
2
31 Clayton, N. M.
the various county offices. Its real purpose is to "whoop" through a
2
32 Pasamonte, N. M.
chairman" who has already been selected, under cover, by the king J. J. Herringa
2
33 Des Moines, N. M.
jimnycrat, and his retinue, to name, or appoint, the "nominating committee" J. C. Martinez
2
34 Guy, N. M.
whose duty it will be to "follow instructions" and name candidates that the Levi Howell
2
35 Patterson, N. M.
people don't want but are "satisfactory" to the chief jimmycratic gang. The Jack Scott
36 Grenville, N. M.
2
jimmycrat will be expected to sing in unison and perfect har--v- v E. A. Mills
2
37 Clayton, N. M.
and grace Jim Franklin
all the bold notes, quavers,
38 Gladstone, N. M.
2
"Jesus paid it all; all to Will Harris
n the now popuW, jimmycratic
39 Clayton, N. M.
2
Are owe; Ah's feelin' fine, since Ah got mine; this feelin' all must know!" A. E. Snyder
40 Clayton, N. M.
2
oing, or sigh and get out!" will be the orde,r of the great day which is liable Carson A. Rutledge
to be any day fromthe ninth to the fifteenth during which time forged and
Precinct Chairmen are directed to call their respective precinct conven
unauthorized proxies are liable to rattle before the "credentials committee" tions at least three days prior to the date herein fixed for the County
yickcty, yickety, yum!"
like dry bones in the valley of vision. "Whoop-la- ,
to-w-

U-

.

to-w-

.

'

j

"tem-poifv-

"out-of-tow-

demi-quaver- s,

semi-qunver- s,

song-medle-

"Has anybody here seen Kelly?" In other
Say, Mr. Taxpayer-Vote- r,
words, have you seen anything of that black, official record of Bursum and
Hubbell that the Santa Fe New Mexican and its Union county satellite
'threatened to give you? Really, the suspense is getting to be unbearable,
almost intukrabV. Long, long has this record campaign been promised and
Gillie, ,Mac, and deBac have run out of soap on account of this default in the
' "'promised record. They cannot make satisfactory explanation to the people
why the last year of jimmycratic administration cost the people of New Mex-ci$54b,000 more than any old year of republican administration, and the failure of the "record dispensers" to keep their promises is causing all their meetings 1jo be "chilling frosts" in almost every hamlet of the state. It is now
reported that de Baca says, publicly, or has said so, that he regrets that he
was nominated, and why shouldn t he? He can have but bttle hope of election
as lon n.s he must be held up between Mac and the people. And where does
Gillie conn- in? What's he "doin"' on the jimmycratic ticket? Is he explaining to the people how to get "to the tall timber?" And is Andreus
c
arctic tract that "frozc-up- "
'iimilsing the people the passage of the
The
t. the jimmycratic congress sometime in the month of August?
n'l'Vi'iistration is crying "Soap! Soap! Soup! My kingdom for soup!" Salt
Rier don't look good to this bunch, nevertheless it is gliding rapidly on to
that inevitable destiny despite its cries for help. Meanwhile Hughes,
Hernandez, Hammond, Holm, Bob and all the rest of the boys of the
ticket are winning new strength every day.
-
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WHY?
On January 30, 1914, Governor William C. McDonald, and his traveling
:
tr
ti iLttrni'M,
i iveiii., iu tLion r... ....... XT.....
...i:i
ti
mmi iuunui. t'Aiiiuim'i, iitiwcu
aucjjiur
viuics, new
TiYirn inll(l thprp hv nrcnriifi infnrnmt.inn whirh ihtv hnt. thnt thp First
vétate Hani. v:is in a faring condition.
They helil a meetin-- with the Directors of the bank. They found
the bank's capital was impaired to the extent of 150 per cent. They
knew the bunk had nearly 600 depositors, many poor people among them
and in many cases the savings of a lifetime deposited in this bank. They
r
knew that the controlling officer of the bank, one Smith, had wrecked other
banks and that he was suspected of looting this one. They knew that state
fundr. to the extent of over $75,000 were deposited in the bank.
'Jovernor McDonald and Howell Earnest said nothing publicly. They did
not It lug publicly or privately to warn the depositors or to protect the state
fui '!. They went back to Santa Fe and kept still absolutely still, for
or.e year, or until December 8, 1914 when the bank blew up and
tin- little fortunes of the depositors fell in ruins.
Why did William C. McDonald, governor of this state, executive ofregent of the state
ficer in charge of the banking department, and
agricultural college whose funds were involved, and in direct authority over
.
the bank txaminer, why did not Gov. McDonald act to protect the widows
e
savings, the business interests involved in that
and orphans, the
...
.
Ti.ttnn rinrtir at w n v mn mr nnn m kppti rt.1.1, r
THE ANSWER TO THAT QUESTION IS A MAIN ISSUE IN THIS
CAMPAIGN IN WHICH McDONALD, under the title of a candidate for
Lieutenant governor, really is running to succeed himself in office.
life-tim-
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Chas. A. Law, an attorney of Clayton,
who makes a specialty of public and
went out to Otto Sunday before last state land business, ws in the city to
to attend the dedication services of the attend the funeral of Judge Pope and
new school house for religious and look after business for several of his
educational purposes. One of those clients. Mr. Law says that Union
big dinners wni spread and everyone county is increasing rapidly in popula- u; joyed it as usual. A big singing tion and development, a large number i
of new settlers haying located during,
and
convention was held afterward
the ,nast .ver .
otioon an4
Mr. Frrett made a good talk on
tie men in particular are very pros- perous. State Record.
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Errett and family, Greeley
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u
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George Bushnell and Sam Gray'
leave tomorrow for Poughkeepsie, N.
Y., where they will enter Eastman's
College for the coming year. This is
one of the very finest Bchools in the
United States and we are more than
happy to see our "home" boys getting
such fine opportunities.
Bring us your Beamt. Four States
37
Seed Co.
.
Dr. Olbeter left Su"day for the
State Fair at Albuquerque. He took
a number of the best exhibits from
the Fair here to put on exhibition
iown there. We should make a good
record this year even if it was dry
as some of the garden truck shown
here was excellent.
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Wiggins made
a business trip to the city Tuesday of
this week and remained for the evening as the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
W. L. Franklin.
I want to sell, on time,
For Sale.
to farmer with feed one car of gor d
Native, deherned two year old steers.
Walton Snyder.
The Monday Musical Club will meet
the second Monday in October which
will be the ninth instead of the second of October as was announced in
the Citizen last week.
Carl Dunn, one of the best business
men in the city has accepted a position with the Pioneer Garage and will
assist Allen in the conduct of affairs
at the office. We congratulate the
Pioneer people in securing Carl's services.
LOST. One Novelty Indian Blanket on Fair grounds or between there
and J;own. Finder please return to this
office.

Strayed or Stolen. One threeryear
old mare, weight about 1000 lbs., 15
hands high, color bal with black mane
and tail, one white spot between her
eyes, one white hind foot, scar on left
shoulder and left fore-leFinder
please notify me. VIRHIR HARDIN,
g.

De'fin, Okla.
37tfc.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Benson of Kansas City, were here this week. They
left for Gladstone to visit their son
for a few weeks when they will return to Clayton and make it their
home. Mr. Benson is an expert meR. Q. PALMER, COUNTY CHAIRMAN
chanic and will take a position with
the Pioneer Garage, as soon as the
(Continued from 1st page)
CLAYTON'S NEW ELEVATOR
new building is ready for occupancy.
The Pioneer Garage ordered 11
many others as well, that when "the
for their customers this week.
The Four States Seed Co. have the
FACTS be given out," they will conJim Deam, saddle and harness man
elevator
tain no other "answer to the charge" most completely
Merc. Co., went
than a verification of the statement we have seen lately and the work is at the
of the Citizen respecting the amounts nearly completed on it. There is quite to Albuquerque Sunday to attend the
and the purposes for which they were a bit of machinery to be installed yet State Fair.
Seed Wheat for sale. Four States
paid according to the record inspected but that is being rapidly done by exSeed Co.
37
ConThe Clayton
by the Citi'.en and according to said pert workmen.
Herbert Hammond is the proud posrecord it cannot be Bhown that the struction Company also took the consessor of a new S :;ier-si- x
which he
tract for this building.
county has paid the English,
g
It is
'official organ" one cent less than
and complete in purchased from Robert Powell, repin the four and a half years every detail. The scales are arranged resentative of the National Garage of
sor the Spanish,
"official or- in such a manner that a load can be Raton, the latter part of last week.
Mrs. Tom Wolford bought the hand- gan" one cent less than $3,211.49 nor weighed, dumped and empty wagon
the two a cent less than $8,487.33; but weighed in about five minutes time. some red Chalmers car brought from
on the other hand, a statement includ- All this done from the office as the Raton over here by Robert Powell,
ing all the entries for public printing scale beam is placed inside of it. Two their traveling salesman.
See these nobby felt hats at the
will greatly augment these totals and elevators will handle the grain or load
for that reason, if for no other, it after it is dumped, carying it either Barnhart Jewelry Store.
need not be expected thnt the jimmy- - to the cleaning mill or to the large
Prof. J. E. Chamberlain, our city
cratic gang will see that "the facts be mns above as wanted.
school superintendent is having a
The cleaning mill is very large and modern home erected on the east side
out." No matter what the items
i
L
.i. IT t liamlln sinui ur ioaa u niter it...is of town back of his sister's, Mrs. F.
muy Uub ...L!
wiiic.il ko i" mane up mis
grand total, it may be regarded as iQumpea, carrying it either to the P. Kilburn, residence.
SOME MONEY for Union county to cleaning mill or to the large bins
Mrs. O. P. Easterwood vías quite
pay out for printing of any, or all, above as wanted.
seriously ill the first of the week from
cleaning mill is very large and an attack of ptomaine poisoning. She
character for the period of time covered by the service. And, be it remem- will handle grain of any size. Two is able to be up, thoug not out at
bered, that the Citizen has the claim large loading spouts solve the prob- this time.
number, warrant number and the lem of bulk shipping while a sacking
MUSIC
amount for which each was issued device sacks and weighs or measures
take pleasure In announcing to
even
hundreds and is attached to the the people of
that go to make up the above totals;
Clayton and surroundcleaner. Four large bins hold 2800 ing community
also etcctra marks.
that we are prepared
Our sweet tempered little contem- -' bushels eachjwhile four smaller ones to teach pianoforte, voice,
orean, vi
porary must have been overjoyel hold 400 bushels. This is an enter- olin, mandolin and
guitar. .All who
when it pulled up its pants, looked at prise the town has needed badly since are
interested may call at the F, P.
its company owned Ingersoll and de so much grain is being raised in the Kilburn residence
or phone No. 97.
cided by that token that it was time county and the facilities for handling
J. C. Caldwell took first prize on the
are easy and sRve a great amount of
to deliver itself of the following:
best matched team, three year old
"We read that article and nailed the labor. This company has shipped sev- - gelding,
and second on three
year
eral crrloads of beans alreadv thU
lin in it as soon as we read it."
old gelding and light draft team, durWhat charmmir eletrance of ex- - season,
ing the Fair last week.
pression! What more appropriate
It was quite our intention to give
occupation could a liar engage in than
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Fox left for Trin- an entire
list of the premiums awardthat of "nailing lies?" In no partis idad where Mr. Fox will entnr tfe ed at the
Fair last week but on ac
:
! J.
lllni Anna mil aurnaf tamnnun.
i
i
treatment- .T
count of Dr. Olbeter the secretary be
"n
,
7"
17
.
.
i., a oniric cnuii-- i
.vi
mm. n. UtierDaCK eft Vpstprrlnv ing called to the State Fair
at Albueous figure in the colmuns of the Citi- - for Trinidad where she will visit
for querque, for which place he left last
zen
the amounts stated as a few days and attend the Fair,
Sunday, we are compelled to wait unhaving been paid out for public print- Atty and Mrs. O. T. Toombs, Miss til next week.
ing, nor does it state to the public how Clio, Mr. and Mrs. Morgan
Harvey
Miss Ethel Stewart has resigned
many times it mashed its tiny fingers and little Miss Doris, motored to her
position in the court house here
while it was nailing its lies. The Trinidad the first of the week return-truth
and has gone to Trinidad for a short
seems to be, that our charming ing yesterday.
visit with friends. She will spend the
little contemporary ought to be en-- 1
Found. In the back yard of the
winter in Arizona with her father and
in some other occupation than lund Hotel grounds, navy blue,
brother, Benton. Miss Ethel is a
a company owned Ingersoll folk, boys coat with pin stripes, noble girl
of fine character and abiland the publication of a would-be-cuOwner can have same bv callinir at ity and her friends wish
her success
little sheet engaged in nailing lies, this office and proving property
and wherever she lives.
.,
!, - ....
i:
u is anyining paying lor this ad.
uauDO os a
For Sale: -- One Meister Piano.
but a success unless it mashes its own I We have Seer Rv- -.
n
Monthly payments $5.09. See J. C.
tiny little fingers during its attempts. Four States Seed Co.
87 Turner at Kuhn'a blacksmith shop. 8tc
j
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EQUITY ITEMS
The Farmers Soejety of Equity in
Union County is progressing very rapidly and during the past 30 days the
County Organizer has added over a
hundred members to its ranks.
New Locals have been added as

Deeds vs Promises
Orie L. Phillips, Republican Nominee for District Attorney for the Eighth District,

By Henry Van Dyke

nee
Who seeks for heaven alone to sa f
his soul,
May keep the path, but will nu

reach the goal;
While he who walks in love is.ovwander far.
Yet God will bring him where th
blessed are.

Lake Side Local, A. M. Chilcut, Sec; has been Assistant District Attorney for that District since March, 1913. He is seeking
members, Charter applied for.
Clapham Local, G. G. Nefzger, Sec,
election upon his official record. Since his appointment he has tried every criminal
applied for;
10 members. Charter
SOCIALIST PARTY
Thomas Local, Chas. H. Punke, Sec, case in Union County without the aid or assistance of Mr. Remley, the present District
lex.
applied for;
12 members, Charter
on-,- .
county
a
I
call
hereby
for
Tate Local, L. C. Chambers, Secy., 11 Attorney. He has also assisted in the trial of many cases in Colfax and Quay Counties.
tion of the Socialist Party of Ui
members, Charter applied for; Pen
County, New Mexico, to be held immmn
nine-toLocal. E. L. Buis Secy., 16
is
office
in
it
unaided
of
Union
County,
the
parBecause he has performed the duties
ITfMicirt
(li. iftti
in P.lnvtnn nf.
applied
Lake
for;
members, Charter
on, Saturday, Octo'.UE
M.,
A.
o'clock
View Local, H. W. Howard Sec, Pasa
ticularly useful in furnishing a criterion of Mr. Phillips' ability.
. 7th, 1916, for the purpose of norr.
monte, N. M., 10 members, Charter
ating candidates to be voted on
applied for; Patterson Local, A. F.
The following is a statement of the results of cases disposed of in Union County the election to be held on Novemb
Robertson, Sec, 26 members, Charter
3rd, 1916.
applied for; Mt. Dora Local, E. R.
informations filed since his appointment:
indictments returned and .
on
a. james Mcdonald.
Glenn, Secy., 11 members, Charter apCounty Secreta
Nelson,
H.
J.
Local,
Gem
plied for;
No.
Defendants
of
No.
of
of
Juries
of
No.
Pleas
that
No.
Defendants
of
Spcv.. 10 members, Charter applied
Character of Crime
acquitted
disagreed
Guilty
convicted
j
We have Seer Rye. $3.25 per c-j- ír!
for; Pearl Local, W. C. Marrow, Des
o ,
jj
States Seed Co.
Four
Moines, 11 members, Charter applied
None
One (1)
None
Three (3)
1
Murder
for.
'
HEARTY ENDORSEMENT
The above Locals were all put up
(1)
One (1)"
Sixteen (16)
Organizer
County
(4)
Four
by W. H. Lindsey,
N. Ft. Worth, Texas.
together with the assistance of the
'
Violations of inspection and
leading farmers in each district..
Mr.
Editor.
Seven (7)
quarantine laws
We now have close to 500 members
Dear Sir:
applica
in Union County and many
I see that my old time friend, C. W.
Eight (8)
Larcenies
Other
coming
into
the
localities
from
B. Bryan, is a candidate for Sheriff,
tions
(10)
wondered if you good people knew
County secretary's office and it is preTen
and
Burglary
dicted that by January 1, 1917, each
him as well as I do. If you do, you
One (1)
school di'.trict in this County will have
will not hesitate to vote for him. I
Embezzlement
. .
O
-t
oocieiy
ui
have ridden by his side for many days
a Local in tne farmers
Three (3)
One (1)
Robbery from person
and nights in the hills of Oklahoma,
Equity.
in Southwest Texas, running
Let the Good Work Go On
.also
Two (2)
One (1)
Forgery ..Z
down cattle and horse thieves. Well
Business at the little store in ClayIdo I remember on one occasion, we
ton is growing and plans are being
Three (3)
One (1)
Issuing bad checks
had trailed two horse thieves for three
made for the erection of a building in
days, and located their camp, where
One (1)
the near future. Ware houses will be Selling mortgaged property.
they were asleep. My motto was to
ft t
Clavton. Tcxline. Des
i rap tori
One (1)
shoot; but Bryan said "no." Made me
Moines and Romero this season and
Jail breaking
being
drawn
papers
hold his gun we crawled on our
are
incornoration
'
0ne (1)
knees to their bed he sprang on them
Ambits to kill, etc
up now ready to be submitted to the
Claypulled one on top of the other and set
be
held
to
in
meeting
County
One (1)
straddle of them while I took their
ton, Saturday, October 7th 1916.
False pretences
guns and shackled thvm. This was
Two (2)
Agriculturist Orren Beaty and Sec.
1
Ry. property Destroying
thirty years ago. His motto is Catch
many
visiting
been
J. A. McCune have
but not Kill is cool and cautious, but
of the Locals in the past few weeks.
j
Operating and playing gamb- Sevcnteen (i7)
will shoot if he has to, for he does not
I
Tramparas Local gave a literary j
ling games
know .what fear is; loves little child- program on Saturday, Evening, Sept.
rcn; respects old age; and hates a
Agriculturist Beaty gave a talk
2.
Nine
(9)
Convicted
thief. And in case you people elect
Total Persons
on "Why Farmers Should Organize
him Sheriff, don't be uneasy but what
and what benefits can be derived."
Seventy-on- e
(71)
Guilty
the law will be enforced.
Total Pleas of
Respectfully,
Secy. J. A. McCune told of the benThree (3)
efits already derived and showed how
W. W. Brady, Order Buyer,
Disagreed
Juries
Total
37tfc
many more opportunities there are
Campbell & Rosson Com. Co.
(3)
Three
offered for the farmer through coTotal Persons A quitted .
operative efforts.
Saturday, Sept 15, the Pearl Local
near Des Moines, was organized with
JUDGE POPE INTEKED WITH
September 23, 1916.
eleven members. This meeting was Education as one of the leading fea- IMPRESSIVE CEREMONY
movement j Citizen Pub. Co., Clayton, N. M.
arranged Tor by Mr. Beaty at the re- tures of the
quest of the leading farmers in the and told an interesting little story to Gentlemen :
Organizer Lindsey soon ... ...... mc : ir.. ,. nf the pet-to- The Womans Club and Sorosis, two
district.
Chas. Law, who represented the lo- -t
'
illustrate
Snnj Ve during the
had them in working order. Mr. Mc- - trether spirit of today and a few years womens organizations of Las Vegas,
..no nrannl in toll tlli'tYl about
are entertaining the State Federation , funerai scrvices of the late Judge
n0
October 3rd, 4th j popef turned the latter part of last
the bismess ena ot me nquuy
V I ast Thursday evening Capt. Sny- 0f Womens Clubs on
have I week. He informs us that he has
r,Vi ......
a
.
onH fith. fireat nrenarations
iq
n.
4
Rcatv
Hnrist
j.... evening, cnt
r
.
.
.......
..ursnuy
. .
. .
cx aupi. r.rrti,L,
4;v.
,
mude for this meeting- of the ieu-. - never seen such beautiful and impres
:.,v,4 fn tWo Now HomeRnrnett
4:
tho
mr,.;;t,l
..i
-- ana J. A. immune, .10...
ui;r iiieuimK iuiiv
All business was laid aside Loca, 80uth of town. An interesting oration. The Elks have donated their sive ceremonies before at any funeral
Local.
and a social and literary program was pro)iram was given and talks made iwutiful club house for the sessions, service he has attended in the West.
for Judge Pope was intered at Santa Fei
given. After the program, refresh- - j by cacn of lhe au0ve named gentlemen and arrangements have been made
dele-wethe
of
entertainment
water
extensive
by his own request before death came.
ments of coffee, cake and sandwiches af t?p which a wa!;on load of
ates. The program that has been Atty. A. B. Renehan of Santa Fe con- served. Mr. Lindsey Pres. and mclons waa rolled out into the middle
Doughnut!"
the ducted the Bar Association part of the
organizer of the county equity and of the floor and soon it was just like prepared is, without question,
want rea) r
you
"Any
time
womMore than 100 attorneys
services.
were Dresent and gave a strong
ctV,ern Colored Plantation scene, best that has been offered by the
in
marched
eaung
and
en 01 me siaie.
formed a crescent
talk to the members upon loyalty to "It sure was some water melon
Powder! My moilier usea it
f
departed for home
For this occasion me oanui r e n... front of the hearse that conveyed him
,1'' u'e " i!,crs ,l,e's ':
-the Local and put forth a strong ap- tuiiv. " Thnv
- crowd
open
an
granted
she
now
t
eenerously
place.
active
lesson
The
resting
u:a
her
learned
disiE8t
to
road has
peal to the few farmers in the
about midnight.
14 tiiLv tn Calumet
w'
Sept.
of
from
the
third
Justice
Chief
a
pau.ucarers
and
were
Soci
of
fare
rate
belong
the
to
trict who do not
J. A. McCune.
30 to October 9.
State Supreme Court Roberts, Justice lt'.fíS lender, wholesome, light bakety. Three new members came into
widest
give
the
to
you
urge
We
Hnnna, Justice Parker, Hon. .Tose I).
the order after this appeal.
y
unilnrm rf,i:lt. K!mffj4 f" j qiuliliet
j
Auction Club met last Satur publicity that your papers will permit Sena, Clerk of the' State Supreme
The
buMctitnmellilheraMloiu'ipk.lin
A.
J.
and
Agriculturist Beaty
l
Is
tía
at
L.
Veof
the
John
meeting
Las
Mrs.
of
Leahy
D.
this
of
with
making
day
Judge
J.
Court,
the
to
: "
Cune were present and both gave inReecivsd Hlnhait AwnrcU
j
All the men.ner.1 were federation the greatest ever held in gas and
ranch.
Justice John R. I
F
teresting talks for the Equity. One aacs
p
Winches
M.
T
present excepting Mrs. J.
the state. Thanking you for any McFie.
of the leading and most interesting
ter who was substituted lor d.v ,ur. courtesy you can show the women of
Rev! McCullough of the Presbyteritems of the evening was the talk
Morgan Harvey.. A dainty lunclieon New Mexico, I am
conchurch conducted the simple servin
ian
work
Club
Womans
given on
regard,
Mrs. Simr.n Her.ste-high
served.
in
Yours
was
by
movement,
ices. Mrs. Pope was attended by her
nection with the Equity
off the honors for the afterMrs. H. Raynolds,
carried
Mr. and Mrs
and brother-in-lawas
sister
invitation
An
Ham.
Mrs. Frank
were filled by
Arrangement.-- .
tables
The
Com.
noon.
Chairman
Hull.
given the ladies present to join hands
Eklund, Claude Barnhart, MorFloral tributes came from the state
in this Club work which was respon-HCiranville.
Pnv
ir
the General
oujuvi,
C. P. Williams of
association, a uillow of chrysan- -'
t hv everv women present and gan narvey,
Rr
Dunn, Wherntt, messenger, Ruofmg Company of Kansas City, Mo.
Savage,
the
of
president
with the inscription, "Most
Mrs. Ham elected as
Mr. Williams themums
Herzstein and Morris Herzstcm
Jn tQwn Momiay
blossoms:
movement and plans laid for active Simon
in
irom the banta he
Just
celebrated
Mrs. Carl Eklund will take the next .g handling the
cover of orchids, lilgorgeous
a
bar,
work during the winter months. The
Guaranteed for
Certainteed-Roofin- g
meeting of the Club,
ies and gladioli, from the fellowship
balance of the evening was spent in
Mrs. E. A. Jen- years
of
5
sister
Clark,
deserving
Mrs.
class of Judge Pope's a magnificent
recitations and songs; those
Mr. Stone from the Doby school
ngs, was here from Roswell lor a
special mention was the song with
floral curtain; from the bar of Colq
4
t..
i
She left yesterday aisinci.
w
m m if 4,,1 i. and mir- county, a shield with the inscrip
banjo accompaniment, given by Mrs. few days visit.
fax
Springs where she will chased a dandy threshing machine
Colorado
the
and
for
Snyder,
Light:" from the Union
Mrs.
Ham
and
Frank
Merc. Co., tion "Law
.
from the
an anchor; from the var
county
bar,
recitation by Master Robt. Lindsey visit her mother.
in
W W Coulson brought his school He says crops are about harvested
bodies, the Masonic emMasonic
whn wn encored a number of times.
ious
to at- - his section. He raised some nice
blems of immortality in flowers, and
After refreshments were served it children in Friday of last week
won beans, and maize.
una dose to the midnight hour and tend the Fair. Two of them
from other bodies and officials wreaths
winning
L. R. Kalton, who ñas Deen in u.e and other appropriate designs.
the
declaring
Smith
prizes, Noda
all departed to their homes
for some
fka rrírla MPP And Bernie Clavton General hospital
.
the everi.no- - the most enjoyable one torareiti
. ,
Judge Pope was a man of considerf
lypnom
on
account
oi
tne
and
Shoes
time
the New Home district has spent for 5m!th the Billiken
wealth, and he and his wife were
able
nicely.
doing
is
V;- Dutchess trousers given by Messrs. 0f danger and
some t'me.
childless. His Indian Interpreter, who
.
u.
Werlneorlav eVPninCT. Spilt. 20, the Wade and iierzste.n.
ñart of last had rendered him services In many
aid, also one of his pupils, contested .fornia, left the latter
T.aWe Side Local and the Literary So
.
town boy. lor week f.tt?r spen, nK
re.
ciety gave a joint entertainment which with one of the
friend who
for
was enjoyed by all and showed the co Du.hess tusers
.
- ......
much for him. In the
operative sDirit of this district. Coun Contest, DUt in Ul ncvvim ".v..
just- - to make money. He is contemplating
is
Coulson
lost!
Mr.
Er-.he
tt
Smith,
II.
H.
good man the State ( C
Superintendent,
this
of
School
passing
t"
htup and b!g r. Dttiia,; i'owiiisaonct
pro- - returning here in' the spring.
S,wv J. A. McCune were ly proud of his pupils and their
-íI
fc
loses an able, brilliant attorney, 1m- - ! sn've you money. CaV.:mu.o
'.'
pupils
grade
eighth
his
of
Two
and unbiased in opinion. His land
nortinl
present Mr. McCune, as usual, talked gress.
aoxf
pU.ai
general
to
kuut
fiir
oupior
Wanted.-Gfor
past';
i'.irl
highest averages in the
of the benefits being derived tnrougn made the
place will be hard to filL
keeping. Un. Herbert Herzstein.
held in the county.
on
talked
Errett
and
Mr.
the Equity
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B. Alexander was in Hoy
week after a load of coal

tfHERE FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS MEET

county assessor.

"VSl rWaltár'; Oklahoma, in his cár'to visit
his brother, A. II. Wilcox and brousut
a load of men to rssist in broomcorn

Uncle Henry Manglesdorf was in
Vance o nbusiness Saturday. Uncle
Henry is a Civil war veteran and was
H. D. Akins has a new well drilled in the battle of Chickamargee.

Bert Ecaehcr is givir.s his house work.
a coat of plaster.

.

The house on the H. T. ranch is be- by the
outfit, getting
rt
ing plastered with adobe mud to level water at 172 feet. The mill will go up
it up for a coat of cement on the out- this week.
side. This will add greatly to its
Messrs. Baker, Young, Wilcox and
families spent Sunday afternoon at
Ed Morgan and Frnak Snell have the A. D. Jenkins home.
plastered their dugouts, which greatly
' Rev. George Brandstetter held serimproves them.
vices at Sedan Sunday and in the evMiss Thompson went to Clayton ening
the Y. P. C. E. SoThursday and made final proof.
ciety. Mr3. Bert Seely, Pres.; Mrs.
.;
Allie
A. B. Christerson,
Summer Johnson was in Clayton
Levis, See. and Harriett Campbell orThursday and when lie returned home
ganist.
he said he was married, but we doubt
"Cycoe."
the veracity of the story. We are
afraid he had no such good luck.
VANCE NEWS
Cole-Stewa-

Jud Smith has moved onto Emmett's

SEDAN

claim.

rs. and Mesdames A. J. Payne
B. Christerson were Clayton
Mrs. John Smith and daughter Ed
one day last week.
na and Mrs. Sefton were in Clayton
Thursday.
d Mrs. Carlock, Sr., Mr. Jesse
arid Mr. and Mrs. John Gar- George Jones of Graham, Texas is
Sunday here working for his brothers, Jim
Sedan church-goer- s
:om Clapham in their Max-ic- and Charlie.
with Mr. and Mi-3- . T. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Keller spent
and Mr. and Mrs. Ward
Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
ner guests at the A. H.
Wallace of Thomas, then they atten
ded church at Clayton Sunday.
.id Mrs. George Lewis and
Broomcorn buyers are beginning to
and Mrs. Fouch of the Lone
hborhood were Sedan church fly around.
ts Sunday, and guests at the
Ira Sefton is some better. His
wis home.
hope to be able to bring him
home
this week.
and
son
d Mrs. Foster and
;k of Texas, were attendants
Mr. McArthur will soon have the
...uan U. B. Church and guests at house ready
to move into.
the William Summers home.
Andy Gilliland and family visited
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Cole and childwith Tom Dodd's Sunday.
ren, Misses Myrtle and Beulah
and Messrs. Leslie and Arthur
l'ASAMONTE
McNeal were Sunday guests at the C.
E..Farnsworth home.
F. C. Moore from west of Ute
Creek, received word Saturday that
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Tucker of Tay- his father at Shattuck,
Oklahoma,
lor, Missouri, are visiting Mr. and was very ill andf or him to come at
Mrs. A. J.. Payne, Mrs. Tucker being once. Mrs. Brooks and her chauffeur
Mr. Payne's sister.
of Clayton came after him.
y,

Mc-Ne- al

á

r

Vice-Prcs-

Will Lawson was through
here
Monday and ate dinner with J. W.

Forbes.
Kalamity.
SEDAN
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Scroggin were
county fair visitors last week.
Messrs and Mesdames C. C. Hodges,
A. B. Christerson, A. 0. Donoho and
families were Clayton visitors during
Fair week.
Misses Maud and Harriett
and Kindal Christerson were

tendants at the county Fair

at-

on

Mr. and Mrs. A. B Sceley were

or

'vVrs. Bert

Texas, to spend the holidays as her
better-hal- f
holds a good position there

Lowe has been on the sick

The Bair boys' parents have arand rived here and intend making this
call- their future home.
We are glad to
welcome this old couple into our vicinity and hope they will make us as
Messrs. and Mesdames Snowberger good citizens as their sons. We are
and Parsons were Sunday guests at sure they will. They will build a
the Means home.
stone hous On Cals place and live there
for the present.
Okla
Western
Waddley
from
Mm.
homa is staying at the Chas. Lewis
Ira Robinson has 25 acres of wheat

Christerson
Hodges were Sunday afternoon
ers at the Stevenson home.
The families of

in.

!

Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Payne accompanied their visitors, Mr and Mrs. J.
S. Tucker to Clayton
Thursday and

attended the Fair.
Mrs. C. A. Cole and children were
visitors with Mrs. J. L. Veatch overnight and on Friday
Dr. J. S. Carrington of Thomas was
a Sedan visitor last week.
Work will begin soon on the Sedan

garage.

Mrs. Warren of Chickasha,
Jimmy MacDonald is putting in 25
is visiting her parents, Mr. and acres of wheat.
lira. D. H. Akins.
Tom Cook just finished putting in
A. E. Seeley carried the mail for 25 acres of wheat.
Chas. Lobb twod ays last week.
J. W. Forbes has 40 acres of wheat
- W. G. Palmer was a Clayton visitor in. There are many
others, whose
Friday and purchased a row binder. names I did not learn.
Mr. i.nd Mrs. A. D. Jenkins were
Ciaytoi', shoppers Tuesday.

,

Fair visitors.

There were four people seen in E.
Fain's corn field the other evening,
just as the sun went down. Better
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Cole spent
look out Miss
; Mr. Fain has
a
Sunday with Mrs. Cole's parents, Mr. double-barrgun
dog.
bull
shot
and
a
and Mrs. G. W. Cole at Staunton, N.

Mr.

Fr.-.n-k

Wilcox drove thru from

three-quarter-

SUGGESTION

fx4fm.mj t'm'ii.t

r" ir.
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mw
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linn
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Mrs. Warn Griffin of Las Animas,
Colo., who with her little daughter,
Helen, has been visiting her father W.
J. Wods, returned home Tuesday. She
Was accompanied by her sister, Mrs.
Wm. Lindguss, who will make an extended visit in Colo. They go over- lun1 in a roi

"

Fred Schiffner is having Mr. Foster
drill him a wel'. That's right, Fred,
it's hard to do without water.
Henry Summers, J. Kindell and a
friend of their's, living Bouth of Clayton, were in this neighborhood last
week, looking for cattle, and took dinner with J. W. Foibes.

Rev. Beaumont filled his second af-Mr. Lammon went to Clayton Tuesternoon appointment at Centerville.
He was accompanied by Mrs. Beau- day after a new mower. Mr. Lammon
mont, Mrs. Wilbur and Ralph Hardin. says he has about 150 acres of good
feed stuff.
Qaxforo

iness

in

1

Amiata1

kn.l

liti-rnn-

Kim

Clayton the past wn':.

New Style, Long Life, Light Draft

xe a :;.)mf rrr.:
k.ea th? ':"

Mr. Kei.tr
tuiK - lor Kuiis. i.

Kmmett Smith left

ft- -

beans.

Tuesday

Wilson, Colorado, for a week.

.

for

The machine that can do all the work

is

the one you want, and the Deering Corn
Harvester is the one that wins, for the
corn may be tall or may be short
It is a mighty poor machine that cannot
handle the tall, but the Daering's strong
point is that it can handle shorter corn
than any other. This we stand behind

AND THE DEERING WILL CUT
SHORTER OR TALLER CORN
than any other on the market, and you
have the benefit of the best and the
quickest service

'

George
Brostmoycr had sevsral
parties in his field gulling leans last
wick. George hr.s 30 acres of good
T. S. MacDonald says he has more
feed than he needs. We are glad Mr.
Mac was so fortunate.

mwwa"

Deering Binders

"Cycoe."

'd

TO ECONOMICS

CLUB
Mutt Taylor has returned from
The Ladies Economic Club is movClayton, where he was employed by
ing in the right direction in the esDick Carson.
tablishing of "clean up day" and the
Joe Hale has been pulling broom citizens should readily give it their
stamp of approval recognition and
corn for Allen Gibbons.
lend it every assistance possible. The
Quite a number of our citizens at- town's condition is just .what its citizens make it, to an appreciable detended court the past week in the
suit of E. J Mantz vs N. F. Holland. gree. Its moral standard is usually
determined by its general appearance.
"Verner Vawter has been cutting The ladies of the above named society
grain for Murrell Johnson.
are to be congratulated on their
policy to clean our town
Most all of our farmers are busy and put it on a sanitary
basis second
pulling broom corn and help is scarce to none, and being interested and
and wages good.
wishing to assist, I make a suggestion
which seem spractical and within easy
and
sold
his stock
Claude Byrd has
reach of all, namely, we must have a
will move to Singer, Texas.
garbage collection system put in opGuy Petty was bitten by a rattle eration and backed up by our town
snaek and at this writing is not oiit officials. The town should purchase
garbage cans of say 10 gallons each
of danger
and sell them to each household at
Mrs. Anna Davis Brotherton gave a actual cost, also provide garbage coupons to be sold, say 10c each or 12
birthday party last Thursday.
for $1 and when the purchaser wants
the can emptied place a coupon on the
A. B. Christerson, wife and
J. A. Payne and wife, visited the can which will be emptied by the
Farmers Equity at Lone Star school garbage hauler and the can returned at regular appointed inhouse Saturday evening.
tervals, decided upon by the tv-G. I. Hall has been pulling broom board, the garbage hauler's fees to
be determined by the number of tickcorn for F. M. Crandall.
ets or coupons turned in to the city ofErnest Dikeman has up to this fice each month. This, it seems, will
time gat the banner croj) of broom- eliminate a great nuisance and a
corn, unless he be compelled to di- great deal of annoyance to all and ad,I
much to our sanitary conditions. It is
vide honors with Frank Dimler.
The Hummer had the honor of visit- also suggested that tin cans and rubing Sedan and spending a few min- bish not advisable to put in garbage
utes in friendly chat with the Citizen attached and placed with can when
ready to be sent to garbage ground
correspondent of Sedan.
to be emptied and returned.
Author Hyso has been carrying the
Yours for what it is worth.
mail for Ray Busey, while Ray is be- Contributed.

M.

Rev. Lucero gave two very interesting discourses at Lake View school
house last Sunday. He also spoke to
AMISTAD
the children which was also a very
A heavy hail storm passed thru
interesting lecture.
this vicinity Saturday, September 2:1
and did considerable damage to crops
Everybody and his yellow purp are
which were being harvested.
busy puttir..--; up feed. Hands are a
little scarce. .
Miss Mary Buckner left "Sunday,
Flies mighty pestiferous skeeters
September 24 for Chicago, where she
will enter the University for a year's ditto.
study.
John Ivie escorted Miss Louis
Miss Ethel Naylor returned
to Des Moines, where she
to
Hutinson, Kansas, to finish a course takes the train for Shattuck, Oklahoin the business college of that city. ma, to begin her school work. Miss
Louise teaches the same school she
C. A. Maey and Taylor Reeveley re- - taught last year.
turnea Saturday from Clayton, where
Bob McClure is across Ute creek
Jthey were Serving on the jury.
cutting feed with his binder.

s.

er

Ed Gage has been hauling waterMrs. Phoeba Hickman living 3 miles melons to Clayton recently.
visitors Sunday.
southwest of Pasamonte is having a
A. 0. Howell is a frequent visitor
neat little stone house built.
to Sedan.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Hodges and
children were Sunday guests at the
A. Pcrcell is building a nice dugout
Chas. Lewis carried the mail sevChristerson home.
on his claim southwest of Pasamonte.
eral days last week while the Lobb
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Scroggin spent
Mrs. Darden is putting up a nice car was undergoing repairs.
th' day, one day last week at the Wil-c- stone house on her claim. Mrs. DarMr. and Mrs. R. E. Cole were
home.
den intends going back to Electria,

V

We notice an article in the broom,
corn news that the yield will be almost as much as last year. We feel
compelled to form this view:
We
know some men who expected to have
8 tons, and when pulling was over
his estimate fell short three tons;
another man thought he would have
four tons on a certain piece and
when he stacked it, his estimate hal
fallen to 1 ton nnd
We believe that v.n estimate of this
kind does the farmer
rrore harm
,
than good.
"Hu'nmer."

R;W. ISAACS

u

TII2 CLAYTON CITIZEN
WHERE FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS MEET
GUY NEWS

' Lola McClure, and Dave Miller attended the fair at Clayton Tuesday,

Mrs. Ruth Riehnehl and son Roy of
The Barth & Cooper Hardware and
Starkville, Colorado, spent from TuesLumber Co., is doing a fine business
day until Sunday, the guests of Mrs.
under the management of Charley
Hiram Adkins and family.
Mills.

also know how to handle classical
music. They will play a concert on
the streets in the morning, and play
all afternoon on the grounds during
the contests'.' The portable band stand
will be moved to the center of the city
and a concert will be played at Second
and Main each evening at eight.
Arrangements are being made for
a boxing contest to be held in the opera house the evening of October 4th.
Efforts ar ebeing made to match Tom
my Livingston of El Paso, with Frank
Gonzales of Denver, in a ten round
exhibition, and if these men are not
secured some other good men will be
obtained.
A first-clacarnival has also been
booked, so there will be something do
ing all the time in Tucumcari at the
Roundup, October 3, 4, S.

Messrs. Larkin, Wilson and Fields
Mr. and Mrs. Ross and children,
motored to Grande Wednesday,
reMrs. Lou Chelf and children, Dave
turning home Thursday.
Miller and Lola McClure motored to
J. W. Fox and Lambert Thornton Trinidad via Raton on a pleasure trip
of Des Moines, were in this vicinity Saturday and Sunday. They attended
a show in Raton. They report a
WfcJnesday, buying hogs.
most enjoyable time.
H. F. Adkins is a new member on
Harry Fuqua and wife came in
the Guy telephone line,
A
from Denver Thursday noon. They
See t'.iose beautiful new hats Mrs.
E. Harris was in
s Moines last returned on the evening train. They
Monday after gasoline for his tractor. have decided to make their home in Frank Barnhart brought from Denver
Denver instead of here. We are sor- - with her. They are very reasonable.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Rowley, son ry to lose them. We wish them
and Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Lar- - j cess in their new home.
win and Leland Larkin motored to
Clarence Jones and family of An
Clayton Wednesday afternoon, visited
p
the fair and reported a very profitable thony Kansas came in Friday to
it Al Jones and wife for an indefinite
time.
E. M. Wilson ar J John Howell were
Mr. and Mrs. E. U. Scott were the
transacting business in Des Moines
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Stephenson
Saturday.

yum1 imiwmmmwKawMsamM

LITTLE ADS I

I

Real Estate
and Stock Exchange
Hail Insurance
Farm Loans.
Bldg.

Up Stairs

Azar pays CASH for your produce.
The finest and most complete list
of iced confections at the City Drug
Store fountain.
14tfe

JOSEPH GILL

For Trade 160 acres good deeded
farm land near Thomas, N. M. Will
take
cash and balance in used
Ford Car and cattle. See C D. Eakin
et Isaacs Tin Shop, Clayton, N. M. tf
one-ha-

ss

t

L COOK

G.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

lf

New Mex.

Clayton

at

Complete line of goggles

The finest and most complete list
of iced confections at the City Drag
14tfc
Store fountain.

WOODWARD & BLUE
ATTORNEYS-AT-LA-

Refreshments that are really re
freshing at the City Drug Store foun14tfc
tain.

Clayton, N. M.

You get real money for your eggs
Co.
15ctf

at the Azar Mercantile

vis-tri-

SEE

SSnwi U

Money talks louder than trade
that's why we are prepared to handle
all of your produce. Azar Mercantile
15ctf
Company.

Sunday.
Mrs. Chas. Poison and family and
Emil Poison were business visitors in
Clayton a few days last week.

'

Have prescriptions filled
Drug Store.

FROM OUR OLD FRIENDS

II

Pay Less

i

E D. STROHM
FARM

INSURANCE

LOANS.

Real Estate. Money Loaned on
Five, Seven and Ten Year
Terms. Office over Lord's Studio

Remember our Drug department is
more complete than ever. Skill and
pure drugs enable us to fill your pre

Clayton, N.

Phone 178.

M.

scriptions as they are written. Our
prices are standard. The Rexall store
28-tf- -c

COL. E. U. JACOBS
"

Big Jo Lumber Co.

Cash

14tfc

Azar Mercantile Company wants
your produce it pays cash not trade
15ctf
unless you want it.

I

Buy

First Natl Bank Bldg..

1

I

;

SMITH

Efficiently
Office in

the City

Bibles! Bibles! at Haydon'a. The
only place in town they can be bought.

I'LI

I
T
IU
"I can't do without the old, reliable
Mr. and Mrs. George Larkin, Harry, Citizen.
Wish I could see the old
Leland and Wendell Larkin visited town and my old friends, I hope to
HERE
Capulin Sunday and report a nice i some time. "S. J. Bullman.
GOOD PEOPLE
trip.
Is
''Please see that I get the Citizen
A Lumber Yard
I have been very much
resrulariv.
Filled
Leland Spires who has been assist- - interested in Union County since livFrom Stem to Sterm
reing the Harris' with their engine
ing at ciapham for a year or two.
With
turned home Wednesday to spend a Success to your effort?." J. H. Sha- The Best Lumber
And
lew aays witn nis motner, Mrs. iving feri
Building Material
of Pratt, Kansas.
I will certainly appreciate
your
While Nothing Keeps Better
continuintr to send the Citizen. I
Than
Mrs. J. H. Bearrup has been spend-- , ,vnnf
in Via Mr.ntmn fw I
Well Seasoned Lumber
ing a few days with her Hautrhter have a warm piacc in my heart for
We Bought It
TO SELL TO YOU
near wayton anu visiting tne r air. Clayton and am always very much in
To Keep
i terested
in its progress and problems
Prove
..u v.uc. rasuc i.ciu a amj enJoy e,lcn lasue vcry ,,..,
iuc o
It's Lasting Qualitites
meeting Saturday. Very important deed. With kindest regards and wish
Business was transacted a tew new ng you much success." A. W. Turn- memDers were tanen into tne League er.
CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO
and more money added, to the fund.
These are the things that make
newspaper editor glad. Ulad, even
Mrs. Jessie King returned Monday though it is a lot of work and worry
to her home in Pratt, Kansas.
to publish a paper that one can read
in a couple of hours and sometimes
The weather continues nice and throw aside with, "Oh, pshaw, that
warm. Farmers are busy harvesting paper never does have anything in it
their crops and sewing wheat.
IF YOU
anyway." Few people ever stop to
think of the different processes in pub
GRENVILLE
lishing a paper and the countless
for
hours devoted to it that never show
YOU
Mr. and Mrs. Urton came In last themselves on the face of the paper,
Thursday from Chulu, and other It is the aim of the Citizen to give our
points in Mo., where they had been readers a GOOD paper, clean and
visiting relatives and friends the past kindly, and at all times devoted to
WHEN YOU TRADE
three weeks.
their interests. We thank the above
WITH
friends for their praise and will en
Miss Marie Meyers has gone to Elk deavor to be worthy of it.
GEO. H. WADE & CO.
Nev., where she will teach school this
"Clayton's Beter Store"
year.
Strayed. Iron gray mare mule,
years old, weight 1000 lbs about 14 1
Miss Elsie Meyers took the train for hands high, no brands. Notify E.
Portland, Oregon. She will also vis Walbaum, Clayton. Liberal reward.
it Tacoma. Washington and other
points before her return.
SPECIAL EVENTS BEST TALENT
IN U. S. TO BE HERE
Last Wednesday the Mutual Aid
Society met atM rs. E. U. Scott's and
Some of the best bronco riders in
diil some quilting for her.
the world will enter the contests in
We kindly solicit your
Rev. Swindle visited at George and the First Annual Cowboys' Roundup
and to be held in Tucumcari, October 3, 4,
patronage and in reE. U. Scotts last Wednesday
Thursday.
5. The executive committee has arturn will give you hosranged an additional event, to be
pitality and a square
Quite a large crowd met at Weber known as a Ladies' Bronc Riding con-- 1
and Sons store last Monday to be test, with a purse of $100.00.
deal.
present at the drawing for the fine
Prairie Lillie Allen has wired that
set of china dishes, which was to be she will come and enter this contest.
TRUTH'S
given to the one holding the lucky She recently won the world's champ
number. All vent with the hope of ionship title for lady bronc riders in
PHARMACY
being the lucky one, but Mrs. Al New York City in the Stampede, and
lFormnlr Roie'l Pharnuyl
36
Jones held the right number and car- Sept. 7th, of this year, won the South
Phone
ried them away. Oh, well, there is western championship at Garden City,
nopes lor some oi us yet, as u.eru .a Kansag Her husband siim Allen, al
to be i sets given away witn a so, will be here, lie is famous as a
drawing every two weeks. Don't fail bronc rider, fancy roper, and steer!
to come.
Thad Pippen, who broke the world's
C. Collins of Clayton spent Sat- record five seconds in the relay race
urday and Sunday in our town.
at Las Vegas will enter the Relay race
Charley Mills and Zula Harmon at- in Tucumcari. His time at Las Vegas
was two miles in four minutes, five
tended the dance at Mt. Dora
seconds. A contract has been closed
FOR SALE
evening.
to bull-do- g
with "Bugger-Red- "
steers
ON TIME
Mrs. Cooper was a passenger to each day from the hood of an auto.
1 Buick
and 1 .Ford,
Bugger-Re- d
is well known all over
Denver Thursday.
good as new. Will sell
Cowboy Land as an expert rider, roper
on one, two or three
Mrs. Phasran and children came in and
r.
Texas Jack, another
from Agular, Colorado to visit over famous bronc buster, has sent word
years time.
Sunday with her husband who is the that he will be here.
C. & S. agent here. She returned
The Amarillo Concert Band has
hiTTe "fo:iday evening.
been engaged to íu:m: the music'
S. E. L.VNT
duriir; the Ro'inlup n.id those who
Clayton,New
Méx.,
visited are in a position to have knowledge,
Mrs. Sanders of Gladstone
tmr town Saturday and Sunday,
state that these musicians are certainly there with all of the latest popular
J. W. Snelson has been qui'? 1' hut
..;.-;
!c'.. s'fJi,'i4u
.,.&!

at

G. C.

For Real Estate and Insurance.
Contest Cases Handled

-

Preparedness

PUBLIC AUCTIONEER

I cry sales anywhere. Farm
sales a specialty. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Rates reasonable.
Call, write or wire me for dates.

The nation's problem, is the vital issue in vour life, vounv mint

not. Bora, M.

n&.

mil yuu tacKie me nafT awaRe;
half developed, half efficient?
Or will you buck the line with

Fidelity Abstract Co.

alive, .trained and
card- - indexed for use as your
opportunities call?

your mind

Incorporated

fc

Abstracts, Plats, Conveyancing,
Notary

The Untrained man may win
but the odds are against him.

D. A.

Faddock

Secretary
WHY TAKE THE CHANCE?

NEW

CLAYTON,

MEXICO

The University
of New Mexico

HILL BROTHERS

AT ALBUQUERQUE

37-3-

is ready to prepare you. In your
home state University you can

get a thorough college education
at an actual, necessary cost of
$195.00 a year; and if you will,
you can earn the money as you
go. Sixty percent of the students
in this University are doing it.

DI! AY, TRANSFER

GENERAL HAULING

Phone

New Mex. Needs

i

'

;

Trained Men
j

Opportunity waits for thorn. At
present 80 University students
are earning the money for next
year's college expenses in good
jobs held out to them by men
eager for even half trained men.

bull-dogg-

'

58-- C.

j

I.

O.

O.

F.

Clayton Lodge No.
Meetings

45

every Thursday

at

7:30, in I. O. O. F. Hall In Pal-mBuilding.
Visiting members always welcome.
L, E. BYRNE, N. G.
JOHN WINCHESTER, Sec.

er

The University
Opens
August
nd

1

Time enough

for

if you act NOW

your course
v

to arrange

SOCIALI3T PARTY OF AMERICA

For complete information

Clayton Local
Meet3 Every First and Third Monday
in Office of A. J. McDonald, Sect.
Visiting Comrades Welcome
JOIN YOUR
WORKING MEN
PARTY

Address

David

l. Boyd

PRESIDENT

::

Albuquerque

New Mex.

LET US

DO Y0UP.

JOB WORK.

WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.
PROOFS

ALWAYS

SUBMITTED.

liAHH txUi COUT BEUICED.

'.L

J.

KIL.

TV

4
Take Our

SCHOOL NOTES

WEEKLY MARKET REPORT AND
NEWS LETTER

The school building is not open to
school children until 8:30. It would
be very much better if parents would
not permit thir children to come to
school until that time.
...A study period has been established
in all departments of the school from
8:30 until 9:00. This period is not
compulsory on the part of the pupils,
but' all teachers are required to be in
their rooms to take charge of the work

the
We seem to underestimated
price at which Pinto Beans would
conditions
sell in September. The

Doe9 i

here are peculiar and the ones to benefit by it are the farmers. Beans have
brought $G.10 on the Clayton market
this week.
Our advice to the farmers is to get
their beans on the market at the very
earliest possible date.
and give individual assistance to puWe are advised that threshing is in pils who need it.
progress in various parts of Colorado
The class in typewriting is pro
and this will weaken the markets very gressing nicely. Besides the pupils of
soon.
the High school, a number of the
It is impossible to say just how teachers have entered the class. Three
long prices will stay at the present Underwood
typewriters have been
high level but we want to assure you procured and every available period
that a few days at least will be the lis being utilized during the regular
limit.
j school
session as well as the periods
In fact, now, the local market is after school.
very unsettled and each day makes
Another course which is being re-- I

......

W or d For It!
SEE

i

J

own price.
We are, indeed, glad to see this
high price and would like to be able
to predict an equally high price later.
One thing will be a factor: The
usually is a big buyer of
beans but they have on hand today
enough beans to supply their wants

its

ceived enthusiastically is the vocal
Every department in the
music.
school ( both High school and Common
is receiving systematic instruction in
this subject. Quartettes and Glee
Clubs are being organized in the High
School nnd a pleasant and profitable
time is anticipated. '
for the next eighteen months. This
All the school children accompanied
bushels by
means that about 1,000,000
the teachers attended the afterthey usually buy each year are already noon sessions of the County
Fair last
bought and in their hands and those week.
bans will have to find another markIvan Saunders entered the High
et.
School Monday. Miss Bryce promoted
Notice Farmers
Clyde Evans to the Fifth grade. The
There seems to be a belief among fifth grade
had eight visitors from
some people that the Four States
one of the country schools last week.
States Seed Co., is connected with the
The High School has laarned some
local concerns.
new songs and are practicing yells to
Now we wish to advise everyone
use at the games this fall. Arthur
that we are in no way connected with Deam has been elected
yell leader for
any local concern.
High school and Cluyde Mansker
the
busEvery dollar invested in this
for the Olympian literary society. Ariness is outside capital except what
thur Deam and Welcome Bumbelow
money I personally have invested. We
made posters to advertise the game
are here to give our customers good
with Seneca.
prices and honest weights and expect Line-u- p
of High School Ball Team
to make a real market in Clayton ev
Lujan, Pitcher; Richard Man
Carlos
ery day in the year.
sker, Catcher; Sam Edmondson, First
FOUR STATES SEED CO.
baseman; Evan Eakin, Second baseSigned:
man; Clyde Mansker, Short stop; Evl
By W. L. Franklin, Mgr.
erett Parsons, Third baseman; Tom
Gentry, Left fielder; Robert Caldwell,
BIG JIM FRANKLIN INJURED
gov-rnme- nt

i

Franklin was working

scientifically

when the accident occured.

The ref-

eree, "Prof. Terry" awarded the
match to Hokuf. Franklin could not
avoid being hurt and Young Ladd got
onto the mat and amused the crowd
"for a short time, even if the match
was an uneven one. Ladd deserves a
vote of thanks for his kindness and
Franklin, the sympathy of the

1

X

j

Remember

this

is the lowest price Tractor of its horsepower on the market, costing only

.$495 F. 0. B. Factory....
COME AND SEE FOR YOURSELF

HERZSTEIN

H.

SEED

CO

Center fielder; Byron Chamberlain,
Right fielder.
The High school colors are Orange
and Black.

The superintendent

of

the

City

The Girls

schools has installed three new Underwood typewriters and has a class

The Clayton Construction Company
is rushing the work on the new garage
for the Pioneer Auto Co., and it will
be ready for occupancy about the 20th
of October. This is one of the handsomest and strongest structures ever
put up in Clayton and the quality of
workmanship put into it is the best
could
advertisement the company
have. It is certainly substantial and
is put up to stay. Clayton is steadily
building and a number of residences
are going up over the city.

Club met

Five-flundr- ed

yesterday afternoon with Mrs. H. C.
McFadden. Miss Inez Eklund was the
lucky one this time and took home as
a reward for her skill a handsome
jacket, hand embroidered. A dainty
luncheon was served. The next meeting will be held with Mrs. Billie
K' hns. Those present were Misses
Maud and Wilma Hardin, Minie Ray
Latham, Sadie Herzstein, Inez and
Vendía Eklund and Mesdames Tom
Wolford, Carl Jenkins, Osborn, Messenger, Dunn.

of ten pupils taking this branch of
study. We visited the class Tuesday
morning and were gratified beyond
expression at the readiness with which
the children adopt themselves to it.
This is a big step in the right direction. The superintendent will add
other business courses as he can arrange for them in the crowded quarters occupied. We MUST have a
new school building before another
scholastic year rolls around.

Dr. J. M. Winchester returned the
first of the week from a much needed
vacation. He did not remain away
long enough to receive much benefit
from the change but his patients
probably thought it was quite long
enough for some of them to have died
while he was away. It is peculiar,
ho-.groat a necessity a doctor is
and yet many of us are prone to think
he can subsist on the atmosphere
when ''settling up" time comes. Long
live the doctors their vocation is

truly

noble.

i

If

I

TRACTOR

We have one of the new Model B Ford Tractors, with front crank and high t:nüion magneto, and we are going to SHOW YOU WHAT IT WILL DO AT THE FAIR.

I

The wrestling bout scheduled
for
Wednesday evening, Sept. 20th, between Bill Hokuf and Jim Franklin,
proved very disappointing to the fans
and general public owing to an injury
received by Franklin during the first
five minutes of the bout. His shoulder
bone was fractured, making it impossible for him to continue the bout.
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Let U

figure with you. We will

make your estimate

free. Also
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You plan a good home for yourself,

-

You plan a good home for your
Livestock, why not plan a good
home for your grain?
We can sell you one of our Gran
aries at the cost of a few cents a

suit the owner.
,.

í"

'

M"

r

v

bushel.

From an economical sandpoint the above house is an ideal one for the

Clayton

man who is not able to build an expensive home.
The front porch extends clear across the housu, one end being closed

Constru cion

)

by a glass window, thereby affording protection from cold

an

Company

I

North

winds

rain.
Upon entering you step directly into living room, guest bed room to

left, colonnude opening leads to dining room directly in front of you.
Bed room and kitchen comprise the two rooms in rear of this cottuge

with comfortably large screen porch.

Direct communication to buth room

is afforded by tioors leading to both bed rooms.
S

f

;

'V

f

''

Do nut buy sacks.

If we
it

sell you one of our granaries
will last you for years.
Let us explain it to you

